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Abstract
The emergence of the sustainable development concept at the end of the 1980s triggered
the intensification of the environmental sustainability discourse in urban design and
planning. The vision of sustainable urbanism includes calls for limitations to urban
growth, protection of sensitive areas, compact design, clean forms of transportation, low-
impact building construction, use of renewable resources, and healthy agreeable living
environments. While there is growing agreement on the necessity of making sure that
new developments comply with these mandates, there is less to say about how to do so.
This thesis explores the planning processes underlying three new neighborhood
developments in Sweden and Germany broadly regarded as exemplary green
developments. I find that the implementation of the sustainable urbanism vision was
possible through a municipality-led process with direct control of the land use, built form,
and resource supply through legally binding instruments such as detailed plans and
development contracts; the consistent build-up of technical capacity in both the public
and private sector; and an openness to learning and adaptation. The findings confirm that
local government authority in Sweden and Germany still largely reflects the notion of the
benevolent state, and suggest that such a role is important for the endorsement of the
value-laden notion of sustainability. Transferability of the lessons in the US context
depends on the creativity of solutions that will need to tap on latent potential in the
public and private sector and research institutes.
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introduction
The emergence of the sustainable development concept at the end of the 1980s triggered
the intensification of the environmental sustainability discourse in urban design and
planning. Environmentalists have long been warning about the consequences of human
actions on the environment, but environmental policy was considered separately from
physical planning, often as a response to environmental group pressure. In urban design,
environmental considerations mostly regarded provision of green space and noise
reduction. These patterns are changing. City planning professionals, along with engineers,
architects, and environmental policy makers, are beginning to jointly consider the impacts
of the built environment, along with the lifestyles that it entails, on natural systems,
resource consumption, and waste production.
This consensus is manifest in an array of new developments and city plans with an
explicit rhetoric of environmental sustainability. Notwithstanding the variety of outcomes,
most such plans allude to similar principles of sustainable urbanism, otherwise referred to
as green urbanism, ecological community design, smart development, eco-urbanity, or
sustainable city design. Defenders of sustainable urbanism advocate for limitations to
urban growth, protection of sensitive areas, compact design, clean forms of
transportation, low-impact building construction, use of renewable resources, and healthy
agreeable living environments.
While there is growing agreement on the necessity of making sure that new
developments comply with these mandates, their integration in mainstream development
is still far from widespread. And yet the current literature displays little research on
opportunities for overcoming barriers to implementation, and a systematic account of the
implementation processes underlying success stories. Nevertheless, some recently built
neighborhood developments have emerged as successful models of urban sustainability.
These developments, mostly located in Northern and Western Europe, feature a collection
of attributes aimed at minimizing the negative impacts of human settlement on the
environment and promoting ecologically friendly lifestyles. Although these places are
often touted as best practices, our knowledge of them stops short at a declaration of their
features and a celebration of their progressive nature. In this thesis, I attempt to move
beyond a simple description of sustainable places to an analysis of their implementation
strategies and correspondence to specific urban design outcomes. Specifically, I ask:
- What implementation strategies can local governments use to facilitate cutting edge
environmentally sustainable new neighborhood development?
This central question leads to the broader one:
- To what extend do these strategies represent a "European" approach to planning and what
are the implications for their broader applicability?
To this end, I examine three recently constructed neighborhoods broadly regarded
as exemplary green developments: Hammarby Sjostad in Stockholm, Sweden, Quartier
Vauban and Rieselfeld in Freiburg, Germany, built in the last one and a half decade on
brownfield sites at the outskirts of the respective cities. The choice of the first two
neighborhoods is based on their pervasive acceptance as successful models of sustainable
urban development; the third neighborhood, Rieselfeld, is also considered successful, but
not as innovative as the other two, and thus was chosen to identify potential factors that
make for this difference. The definition of "success" echoes the current, albeit incomplete,
assessment of these places; even if they prove to be sub-optimal responses to
environmental concerns in the future, they are the best models available now.' In the
context of this thesis, I am focusing on the environmental aspects of sustainability,
although social and economic issues will occasionally enter the puzzle, as they are
inherent in the planning process. My examination is based on data collected through
promotional material, scientific evaluations, news reports, site visits, and semi-structured
interviews conducted in January 2010 and subsequent phone and email communication.
The analysis suggests that implementation of the desired vision in the three case
studies was possible through a municipality-led planning process that directly controlled
1 For Hammarby Sjdstad see Beatley (2000) and Dastur (2005); for Vauban see Scheurer (2000) and Newman et al.
(2009), and for Rieselfeld see Beatley (2000). There are also a variety of non-academic mentions, for example:
http://www.jetsongreen.com/2007/10/hammarby-sjstad.html, http://www.livablestreets.com/streetswiki/vau ban-
freiburg-germany, http://www.williemiller.co.uk/remarkable-rieselfeld.htm.
the land use, built form, and resource supply through legally binding instruments such as
detailed plans and development contracts; the consistent build-up of technical capacity in
both the public and private sector; and an openness to learning, including the
encouragement of private initiative to foster innovation. The design of the
neighborhoods is a conspicuous reflection of environmental and social values prevalent
in their contexts. Despite institutional, social, and economic changes that have occurred in
Europe within the last decades, local government authority in Sweden and Germany still
largely reflects the notion of the benevolent state.
The realities of implementation in the three neighborhoods indicate that local
governments seeking to plan for new environmentally sustainable neighborhood
developments need to exert a high degree of control over the land. Structural changes
may be needed in the US context to achieve that, as these neighborhoods' success partly
lies in a set of planning conditions that favor a high degree of municipal authority, rely on
consensus among planning actors, and ascribe an important role to physical planning.
However, there may be opportunities for implementation in the US in cities with abundant
public land and advanced local knowledge and research possibilities. Through
coordination of planning agencies, updated regulation and incentive mechanisms it is
possible to achieve the build-up of a robust sustainability framework.
To some degree, these observations reflect the broader debate on the responsibility
of planning to cater for the "public good". Environmental sustainability is a form of public
good, since it represents the collective value placed on our surroundings and the natural
systems that support us. Therefore it is both relevant and useful to look closely at what its
pursuit means for the way we design and plan the places we live and work in. My research
of specific success cases could be a valuable advancement to what professionals can do or
advocate for, so that the form of our neighborhoods may adapt to a changing planet.
l planning and sustainable urban development
The last two decades have seen a broad consensus for sustainable development. The idea
of sustainability possesses social and economic dimensions, but it is the environmental
dimension that has created the greatest sense of urgency among national and local
governments. This could be partly attributed to the explosion of environmental problems
and the recognition that the other dimensions cannot be promoted unless we have
secured an enduring and healthy planet. Although I consider the social and economic
dimensions of sustainability crucial, I will focus here on the environmental component.
Urban planning has became one of the most important, if not the most important
discipline responsible for advancing environmental sustainability, as a result of two
trends. First, urban settlements have emerged as the primary policy focus, on the grounds
that their regional dependence and their high concentrations of population,
infrastructure, and pollution hugely influence environmental sustainability (Gilbert 1996).
Second, there is a renewed appreciation for physical planning as a means to achieve
environmental sustainability. As Breheny (1992) succinctly puts it:
The sustainable development imperative has revived a forgotten, or discredited, idea:
that planning ought to be done, or can be done, on a big scale. Up to the 1960s
planning had a long, and reasonably creditable, history of visionary ideas. After that
dale, the public lost confidence in planners, and planners lost confidence in
themselves. Subsequently. pragmatism has ruled. However, there is now a
fascinating debate underway about the role of planning in promoting sustainable
development, and - here we have the big idea - about which urban forms will most
effectively deliver greater environmental protection (1996:13).
In the following sections, I provide a brief overview of the relation of urban planning
and the environment, particularly in light of the concept of sustainable development; then
I investigate the current environmental imperatives for urban planning and the visions
that they have prompted; and finally I overview the existing paradigms for how to make
these visions become reality in Europe and the United States of America.
The environment as a question for urban planning
Although the popularization of the idea of environmentally sustainable development is
recent, the relation of physical planning with the environment is not new. In fact, the
discipline of town planning was born as a solution to the poor environmental qualities in
the rapidly growing cities of the late 19* and early 20* century, such as lack of open space
and pollution, noise, and bad odors originating from factories and ports. These issues
prompted the design of urban parks as well as model communities outside central cities
(Hall 2002). With industrialization drastically transforming human settlements, planners in
the beginning of the 20*1 century were mainly concerned with how to counteract its
adverse effects on living environments. The International Congresses for Modern
Architecture, known as CIAM, was formed in 1928 to provide a forum for architectural
solutions to the housing, circulation and health problems of the modern metropolis, and
took these idas a step further. The modernists were the first to systematize the
implications that access to light, air, and recreation space would have for urban form.
Urban agglomerations were divided into four functional categories: dwelling, working,
recreation, and circulation, with residential areas designed for maximum light and air in
each unit and sited in the most appropriate parts of the city topographically and
climatologically (Mumford 1992).
Thus the ideas connecting urban design and environment in the first part of the 20*
century were largely nested in the desire to provide appropriate environments for human
beings, and they became embodied in building and land use regulations. It was not until
the late 1960s that a less human-centered dimension of the relation between built
settlements and natural processes came to the fore. Ian McHarg, in his influential book
Design with Nature (1969), criticized the wastefulness and bleakness of rampant post-war
suburbanization, drew attention to geological, hydrological, and horticultural site
conditions, and demonstrated that different sites are suitable for different types of human
activity. McHarg placed a high value on nature per se, stating that (1969:19):
Clearly the problem of man and nature is not one of providing a decorative
background for the human play, or even ameliorating the grim city: it is the necessity
of sustaining nature as source of life, milieu, teacher, sanctum, challenge, and, most
of all, of rediscovering nature's corollary of the unknown in the self...
McHarg's ideas echoed the nascent environmental movement that had been
launched by Rachel Carson's book Silent Spring (1962). Early environmentalists focused on
the effects of the use of chemicals on ecology and human health and advocated for
preservation and pollution control. In the 1970s, the idea of environmental limits gained
ground. A most influential version was described in the book Limits to Growth (1972), which
analyzed the basic factors most likely to hinder growth: population, agricultural
production, natural resources, industrial production, and pollution. The warnings included
in Limits to Growth were supported by the lingering sense of emergency of the 1970s due
to ongoing wars and the energy crises of 1973 and 1979. Voices of the time drew attention
to issues such as the overpopulation of urban centers, depletion of food, water, and fossil
fuels, pollution of water and soil, and ecosystem degradation.
Official international policy texts of the 1980s emphasized the need to balance
development with environmental responsibility (see, for example, World Conservation
Strategy 1980). But the incorporation of environmental concerns in the design of the built
environment were limited in the context of landscape (see, for example, Spirn 1984), until
the advent of the 1990s. The seminal text that prompted the convergence of
environmental policy with planning and urban design under the umbrella of "sustainable
development" was the report Our Common Future compiled by the United Nations
Brundtland Commission (1987). The report was the repercussion of a new generation of
environmental worries - global warming, deforestation, species loss, toxic waste - that
had begun to capture scientific and popular attention, and of the recognition that it was
the world's poor that were bearing the consequences of the consumerist and careless
choices of the world's rich. The Brundtland report defined sustainable development as
"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs". The Brundtland commission was followed
by the 1992 UN Rio Conference on Environment and Development ("Earth Summit") that
resulted in the famous Agenda 21, a declaration of principles for industrialized and
industrializing countries alike to achieve growth while managing their environmental
footprint. Municipalities were encouraged to adopt a local Agenda 21 that would address
their specific conditions and needs.2
Much has been written about how the term "sustainable development", based on
the elusive idea of meeting economic and social needs within the long-term limits of the
planet's natural systems, should be operationalized in policy-making. Some authors argue
that the concept of sustainable development serves as a political compromise, since it
attempts to reconcile the otherwise incompatible ideas of neo-liberal economic
development and environmental preservation (see, for example, McManus 1996, Gunder
2006). Others have distinguished between "weak" and "strong" sustainability. The former
recognizes environmental resources as economic assets and implies that the loss or
impoverishment of a resource is acceptable as long as this effect is outweighed by
economic benefits (Collis et al. 1992). The latter suggests that all human activities are a
subset of the biosphere and thus finite, and that natural capital should be passed on to
the next generation intact (ibid). Most interpretations of the term, including the Brudtland
report itself, hover somewhere in between.
Furthermore, sustainability is conceived differently in wealthy industrial countries
and developing countries. In the former, the endorsement of the notion has challenged
the conventional post-war prosperity model that has been the frame of reference for
planning and development (Scheurer 2000); reducing the per capita expenditure of natural
resources and the respective impacts is the main task. In the latter, the primary concern is
to cover basic needs and standards and cope with pollution that is often the result of
developed countries' actions. This distinction poses moral complications (do wealthy
countries have the right to ask developing countries to refrain from doing what
themselves have done to get to their current status of wealth?) and stresses the
responsibility of developed countries to "set the example".
The malleable definition of sustainable development makes its translation into
urban planning practice difficult if not problematic. Jan Scheurer identifies at least three
dimensions to current ecological planning in the Western world (2000). The first is the
technological one, that focuses on managing urban resources through technological
2 Despite its optimistic approach, the Rio Declaration did not have a large influence on national government
improvements, for example more efficient energy and water systems, separating waste,
adapting architecture, improving transportation efficiency etc. The second is the urban
design dimension that explores how urban form can "minimize mobility impacts and
maximize self-sufficiency and independence form energy-intensive and long-distance
resource inputs" (ibid: 53). These two dimensions relate strongly to spatial planning,
defined as land use and the development of buildings and infrastructure (Naess 2001). The
third dimension refers to the social capital that is necessary both to implement and to
supplement technological and formal choices - information, education, and lifestyles
choices (Scheurer 2000). In the following section these dimensions will be further explored.
Susan Owens (1994) offers another useful conceptual framework for grasping the
implications of sustainability for spatial (or physical) planning. Drawing on Goodin's work
that identifies public health, survival, resource depletion, and amenity as the main
components of environmental concern (Goodin 1976), she distinguishes between material
and post-material dimensions of sustainability. The first three components (health,
survival, resource depletion) are material, whereas amenity is usually post-material. All four
are also human-instrumental, in the sense that they "see the non-human world merely as
a repository of resources, albeit ones which should be used wisely" (Owens 1994: 444). But
apart from those categories, there is also an "intrinsic value" dimension to sustainability
that extends the moral universe to encompass the non-human world (figure 1).
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policies, and two decades later, very few municipalities worldwide have adopted a local version of Agenda 21.
Owens concludes that emergent calls to sustainable development have stressed
human-instrumental and particularly material views of planning, such as the relation of
land use with transport and greenhouse gas emissions; yet they are fraught with the
challenges of setting thresholds. On the other hand, more "traditional" concerns that focus
on amenity, for example landscape quality and nature conservation, remain. The problem
with both is that there is a less discussed ethical side that requires someone to judge what
is critical and what should be preserved intact. Some environmentalists resort to intrinsic
value theory that accepts human-centered values to change and therefore to be irrelevant
for nature. But this is hardly useful for planning professionals, who find themselves
having to decide how to translate into action ideas that are inherently value-laden and
therefore vary among individuals. This makes it unlikely that the sustainability consensus
can reduce the conflict between conservation and development (Owens 1994).
The vision of sustainable urbanism
Despite the difficulties in defining the scope of environmental sustainability, principles
developed by numerous researchers and planners over the last two decades point to how
urban environments should be planned. Consistent with Owens' distinction, most actions
taken focus on material concerns, for example how excessive resource consumption can
hinder our survival. Herbert Girardet has written extensively on urban resource flows,
using the city of London as an example. According to him, cities should be conceived as
groups of organisms that have a definable metabolism made by the resources and
products that urban populations use (Girardet 1999). He demonstrates that natural
ecosystems have a circular metabolism in which every output discharged by one organism
becomes an input for some other organism, therefore sustaining the ecosystem as a
whole. On the contrary, cities have a largely linear metabolism: energy inputs result in
greenhouse gas (GHG) outputs3 ; imported food is discharged as sewage; water coming
from faraway sources becomes the carrier for sewage that ends up into water bodies; raw
materials processed into consumer goods end up in landfills haphazardly mixed with
healthy and poisonous substances (ibid). In the following paragraphs, I will outline the
major emerging problems and solutions associated with the resources of energy, land,
water, and waste that are crucial in urban development. By providing ways to handle
these resources, physical planning can contribute to the resolution of global problems.
Environmental imperatives, planning responses: energy
High energy use contributes to a range of problems, the most crucial ones relating to the
global dominance of fossil fuels: coal, oil, and natural gas (95% of the whole, see figure 2).
International oil and natural gas reserves are expected to start declining to a degree that
they cannot meet the increasing demand sometime during the next 20 years (Newman et
al. 2009). Also, the greenhouse gases produced by their consumption are considered the
main cause of the global warming trend (IPCC 2007). According to the Intergovernmental
3 GHG consist of carbon dioxide (C02 - the most important anthropogenic GHG), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide
(N20), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulphurhexafluoride (SF 6) (IPCC 2007).
Panel for Climate Change (IPCC), an increase in atmospheric average temperature of more
than 2 to 2.5 degrees Celsius will incur the loss of a quarter of global biodiversity, and
meteorological phenomena will become so intense that many coastal areas will be
abandoned (ibid). In order to prevent this rise, global GHG emissions, especially C02,
should be reduced by at least 50% by 2050, which implies that fossil fuel consumption
needs to be reduced by a similar amount (ibid).
Geothermal 0.2%
Biofuels 0.2%
Solar photovoltaic 0.04%
Figure 2 Global energy use. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World-energy-resourcesandconsumption
Some of this reduction could be obtained by shifting to alternative energy sources.
Renewable sources such as hydroelectric, biomass, solar, and wind are promising, but
renewable energy production has its own problems. Some technologies, for example
photovoltaic panels, have not yet achieved high efficiencies and have a low
environmental return on financial investment (Owen 2009). Wind turbines and
hydroelectric damns pose threats to biodiversity and landscape amenities; and finally it is
unrealistic to achieve all desirable reduction in emissions solely by shifting to renewable
source (Nmss 2001). Part of the solution is to promote more efficient energy production:
typical power stations, that transfer electricity along high-voltage power lines, are 40-50%
efficient, but plants that use cogeneration technology can reach 80% efficiency (Girardet
1999). Cogeneration (or CHP, combined heat and power) plants use heat engines or power
stations to simultaneously generate electricity and useful heat, recycling energy that
would otherwise be lost. Cogeneration extends district heating, which has been used in
Scandinavian urban areas for many decades, and consists in centralized provision of space
and water heating, providing higher efficiencies and better pollution control than
localized boilers.
But even upon improving on the source and production methods of energy, overall
reductions in consumption will still be necessary. The way the built environment is
designed, planned, engineered and regulated can affect this outcome in several ways.
Residential and commercial buildings account for 30% of primary energy consumed and
30% of GHG emitted in OECD countries (UNEP 2007). The amount of energy consumed by
buildings has been steadily rising as a result of the increase in building stock and the
largest floor areas allowed by rising incomes. As analyzed by Jones (1998), energy
consumption in buildings occurs in five phases: the first phase corresponds to the
manufacturing of building materials and components (embodied energy); the second to
the energy used to transport materials from production plants to the building site (grey
energy); and the third to the energy used in the actual construction of the building
(induced energy). The fourth and largest phase refers to the energy consumed for
electricity, heating, hot water, and cooling, during the building's occupied life, usually
estimated at 100 years (operation energy). Finally, the fifth corresponds to the demolition
process and potential recycling of building parts.
A variety of hi-tech and low-tech ways can reduce building energy needs during all
phases of their life. Lightweight construction and choice of natural construction materials,
such as timber and stone contribute to the reduction of embodied energy, and material
sourcing from areas close to the location of the building help reduce grey energy (UNEP
2007). To decrease a building's operational energy, it is important to reduce heat losses (or
heat gains in warm climates) through increased insulation, and take advantage of passive
solar gains, all the same making sure that the building is sufficiently ventilated (Scheurer
2000). Heat losses are also minimized in compactly shaped buildings, where the ratio of
external surface area to building volume is as small as reasonably possible (ibid). Much
research in North America and Europe is devoted to extending the older practice of
bioclimatic architecture by developing practical solutions for low-energy buildings, for
example the EU's passive house standar& Other factors that matter for energy efficiency
in buildings are the electrical devices used in them, as well as a conservation ethic from
the users' side.
Along with buildings, transportation also contributes around 30% of energy use in
Western countries (for energy use by sector in Europe and the US see appendix 1).
Passenger transport accounts for a large part of this energy, and specifically personal
mobility through the use of the private automobile that is predominantly fuelled by oil.
Vehicle ownership is growing rapidly around the world, and modal split is dominated by
passenger cars in OECD countries: 87% in the US (97% if aviation is excluded) and 76% in
EU (84% if aviation is excluded) (OECD 2006, figure 3). Also, the number of kilometers per
capita has more than doubled over the last generation in these countries (ibid, figure 4).
The growing dominance of the private vehicle has been fuelled by several trends.
Increases in income levels have made the car accessible to larger shares of population,
whereas sprawl of cities and regions has rendered the use of public transit unpractical;
added to these trends, public disinvestment and rising fees due to transit deregulation
have shifted people away from public transportation (Cervero 1998).
Taming automobile dependence and providing alternative mobility options is a
substantial means towards sustainable places. Researcher Robert Cervero highlights the
importance for cities to enhance public transit service in order to balance private vehicle
use. He suggests that cities should either adapt land use to support their transit network,
for example by encouraging development around transit nodes, or adapt transit to serve
their land use, for example by employing on-demand shuttles and flexible bus systems
(Cervero 1998). Others emphasize the need for measures to make private automobile use
expensive or uncomfortable, for example through high gasoline taxes, high parking fees,
congestion pricing, and access restrictions; conversely, they suggest making alternative
4A passive house is a building in which a comfortable interior climate can be maintained without active heating
and cooling systems. Technically, for climate conditions between 40 and 60 degrees latitude in the Northern
Hemisphere, this means an annual heating consumption of less than 15kWh/m 2a and a total energy
consumption of less than 120kWh/m 2a (SECURE 2008).
modes such as bicycles attractive, by providing bikeways, bike parking, and integration
with public transport (Newman and Kenworthy 1999, Pucher 2008).
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Figure 3 Modal Split of Passenger transport in the EU, USA and Japan in 2003. Source: OECD (2006)
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An important dimension of the quest to reduce automobile dependence is the role
of urban form itself. Australian researchers Newman and Kenworthy, in their book Cities
and Automobile Dependence (1989) were among the first to show that mobility choices are
intrinsically linked to urban form by demonstrating the correlation of urban density with
fuel consumption (figure 5), an idea further developed in their book Sustainability and
Cities: Overcoming Automobile Dependence (1999). Low-density development, especially one-
use, require individuals to travel high distances to reach their destination, and cannot
justify the implementation of public transit. Typical suburban densities in the United
States can be as low as one unit per acre (8-12 persons per hectare), whereas the minimum
density to support light rail is 9 units/acre and 15 units/acre for frequent bus service (TDM
2010). Newman and Kenworthy (1999) suggest that densities in any neighborhood should
not slip below 30 residents per hectare (12 per acre) to ensure a desirable likelihood and
frequency of casual encounters and the viability of non-residential uses.
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Figure5 Relation between urban density and energy consumed for transportation. Source: Newman and Kenworthy
(1989).
Besides density, other structural characteristics of neighborhoods appear to matter.
The location of new development close to the city center and existing amenities reduces
the amount of everyday traveling, at least in cities with established city cores (Naess 2006).
Also, according to American architect Peter Calthorpe (1993), permeable street layouts and
high number of street connections in lieu of traditional cul-de-sac subdivisions limit
vehicle miles, and also create more vibrant and walkable neighborhoods. The advantages
of compact development for energy use have been confirmed in numerous studies;
however, there have also been critical voices raised against the validity of the claimed
connections between urban form and travel behavior (see, for example, Breheny 1996,
Crane 2000). In any case, these realizations have created momentum among planners and
the general public who through organizations such as the Smart Growth movement in the
US support town-centered development, transit and pedestrian oriented, with a greater
mix of housing, commercial and retail uses (Smart growth online).
Environmental imperatives, planning responses: land
Excessive urban development and automobile dependence does not only induce
high fuel consumption, but the depletion of land itself. Across the world, urban regions
are growing much faster than their populations. Low-density suburban development far
from established city cores requires extensive road network and other infrastructure. Most
importantly, new development often happens at the expense of valuable farmland and
without consideration for maintaining the integrity of contingent natural areas. Habitat
loss and fragmentation are increasingly the direct results of urban development and the
main cause of species extinction (Beatley 2000b).
Environmentally sensitive site planning, along the lines of McHarg's views, is
therefore important; natural systems (air, water, earth, wildlife) should not just be taken
into account in the development process, but should actually define if and where city
development should take place (Spirn 1984). Recommendations for environmentally
sensitive master-planned suburban communities include clustering homes and preserving
at least half of the entire site as recreation and conservation area (Arendt 1996). Although
these measures are important, applied in ex-urban development they do not alleviate the
need to connect to established development through extensive road infrastructure. High
utilization of built-up areas and re-use of existing sites within city limits can be considered
as the priority for the protection of biodiversity and biological productive resources
(Beatley 2000b).
Environmental imperatives, planning responses: water and waste
Urbanized areas require vast amounts of water: in the UK, the average person consumes
around 400 liters of water per day, and in the US as high as 600 liters (Girardet 1999). Water
usually comes from rivers and water bodies far from its final destination, thus destroying
river habitats and fisheries (ibid). The adaptation of water management systems to
sustainability principles requires an immense paradigm shift from the "hard pipe"
solutions adopted over a century ago in the developed world. Essentially, industrialization
and rapid urbanization during the 19* century led cities to centralize water supplies and
sewage facilities that remain to the day (Newman and Kenworthy 1999). Moreover,
stormwater is also collected in underground pipes and often combined with sewers to be
treated and then discharged in rivers. While this system worked fine while cities were
small and compact, it has posed fiscal and engineering problems in the 20* century, as
cities grew and pipes needed to be increasingly extended, as well as environmental
problems: freshwater sources are pumped at higher rates than their natural recharge rates,
percolated residue threatens water quality, sewage water treatment requires high
amounts of energy and its discharge into natural watercourse alters water cycles (Scheurer
2000). The abundance of impervious surfaces in urban areas means that little water
directly percolates the soil; thus rainwater often surpasses pipe capacity, especially in older
cities. Either through pipes or above ground, the water runs downhill picking up
pollutants and sediments, and reaches receiving water bodies in a degraded form
(National Research Council 2008). Furthermore, it may also pool in low-lying areas creating
mosquito infestations, damage habitats, and fill basements.
For all these reasons, Newman and Kenworthy (1999) urge that technical approaches
to water need to be revised, and land and water planning need to be integrated.
Stormwater management techniques exemplify the potential for such an integration. At
the neighborhood scale, the implementation of "green infrastructure", which includes
elements such as swales, raingardens, permeable pavement and street trees, helps to
absorb rainwater on site, allowing it to slowly infiltrate the ground, be taken up by plants,
or captured and reused at a later point. Green roofs in individual building can help reduce
the impermeable surfaces, while also improving microclimate and enhancing biodiversity.
Alternatively to managing rainwater on-site, another conservation technique is to collect it
on the building level and use it for household applications that do not require drinking
water, such as garden watering, toilet flushing and laundry. Such measures can reduce
household water consumption, along with other household conservation systems such as
low-flow devices for taps and showers, and low-flush toilets (Scheurer 2010).
Wastewater treatment is another area that deserves mention. Currently in most
places grey and black water from both households and industry is treated in centralized
facilities involving costly chemical processes. But sewage water contains nutrients such as
nitrates and phosphates that, if separated, can be used as fertilizer, and grey water (from
kitchens, personal hygiene, and laundry) can be subjected to a non-chemical local
cleansing process (ibid).
Finally, the outputs associated with water merely represent part of the waste
produced daily from residential areas. According to the Environmental Protection Agency,
the average American produces about 44 pounds (2 kg) of household waste a day, or
1,600 pounds (726 kg) a year. There is significant potential for reducing this number
through recycling, composting, and reusing. Collection schemes for easily separable and
recyclable materials like paper and glass has existed in most cities for many years. But
high potential also exists in organic waste, that makes up about 30% of the municipal
solid waste stream in the United States. It is possible to have composting facilities both at
the household and at the small neighborhood scale.
Reflecting on the distinction between "traditional" and "emerging" sustainability concerns
for planning, the resource-related issues clearly belong to the second category. Yet every
new development needs to incorporate a range of "traditional" features: air and soil
quality, protection from noise and pollution, and provision of neighborhood amenities
and green spaces. As is often true in sustainability-thinking, individual issues require
many measures and individual measures address many issues. According to Newman et al.
(2009), in an environmentally sustainable city development and redevelopment should
reduce the city's ecological footprint and at the same time improve the quality of life of its
inhabitants. The two conceptually different goals are practically interrelated.
Environmental imperatives, planning responses: health
The interrelation of the two perspectives becomes obvious in the case of the automobile.
Apart from energy consumption and C02 emissions, the car is at the heart of traffic
congestion, car accidents, air pollution, noise and degradation of local neighborhood life
(Wheeler et al. 2004). To address the automobile disrupting effects on neighborhood life
regarding noise, pollution, safety, and fragmentation of public space, some
environmentally oriented design interventions aim not so much at decreasing car use per
se but making its presence less obvious and unpleasant. To this scope are intended
interventions such as the pedestrianization of certain streets and "traffic calming"
measures. Traffic calming emerged in Europe in the late 1960s, quickly gained ground
through the 1980s and has recently regained ground recently in the context of
sustainable design. According to Newman and Kenworthy (1999), it consists in:
physically altering the street environment through different road textures; changing
the geometry of the road through chicanes (also known as S-shaped diverters), neck-
downs (also known as chokers), speed plateaus and bumps, and other traffic
engineering devices; introducing new street furniture designed to create a more
human, safe environment; and planting attractive landscaping (145).
Other design measures can be employed in master-planned neighborhoods to
prevent noise from existing roads, for example through the building shape, the location
of building openings, and tree buffers. Trees also produce oxygen and help absorb air
pollution caused by the automobile.
Pollution represents another "traditional" planning concern, that becomes
prominent in the case of reusing existing inner-city land. Remediation measures are crucial
for brownfield redevelopment. Thus these measures obey the more general imperative,
outlined in the Brudtland Commission, for urban environments to satisfy their
inhabitants' basic needs in terms of hygiene without causing health risks.
Environmental imperatives, planning responses: amenity
The reconciliation of city and nature has always been at the core of planning theory, but
urban ecology thinking has brought about a new dimension: nature is no longer viewed
as commodity or decoration, but rather urban environments are understood as part of
natural systems (Scheurer 2000). This rationale is obvious in the new approaches to
localized waste and water management strategies; green infrastructure, for example,
besides reducing rainwater runoff, provides a public amenity.
Also, public parks, street trees, and green corridors serve to improve microclimate,
enhance air quality, provide plant and animal corridors, and please aesthetically and
sentimentally. The provision of greenery goes beyond physical health and aesthetics.
According to certain authors, humans have a genetically inherited need for contact with
nature and interaction with nature is critical to human well-being and development (see,
for example, Clayton et al. 2003, Kellert 2005). Furthermore, contact with nature can help
growing generations develop a deeper appreciation for it.
Compact City versus Green City
The described areas of priority, encompassing both emerging resource-related concerns
and traditional primarily health-related may contain some contradictions. Visions of the
future sustainable city attempt to resolve the externalities of two factors of urban living:
personal living preferences and mobility of individuals in the pursuit of activities outside
home; and bringing services and goods to private households (Scheurer 2000).
Placing the focus on the effects of land-consuming and sprawling urban
development for high energy use in transport and buildings and for the loss of natural
and agricultural areas leads to suggesting more compact development patterns (Naess
2001). This approach is captured in the idea of the "compact city", a term that emerged in
Europe in 1990 (Commission of the European Communities 1990). The "compact city"
incorporates high density, a mix of uses, and intensification of infrastructure. Its acclaimed
advantages go beyond the reduction of carbon miles and include preserving natural
areas, promoting public transit, encouraging walking and cycling, providing better access
to services and facilities and more efficient infrastructure, revitalizing inner urban districts,
and promoting social equity (Roo and Miller 2000).
On the other hand, some of the functions of the sustainable city may require more
space than compact urban form can provide. This is particularly true for on-site energy
production, treatment of water and sewage, and food production. Proponents of this
model, that could be called the "eco-village approach" or the "green city", emphasize self-
support and closed cycles of substances as the ideal direction (Naess 2001). The
"decentrists", as Breheny (1996) calls them, also show some proof that higher urban
densities bring about only modest environmental benefits, and that they are also unlikely
to offer the kind of quality of life that most people desire (ibid 1996).
Although these arguments hold validity, they have their own challenges. For
example living self-sufficiently requires users to put some effort into maintaining the on-
site systems, and even more to cultivating their own produce. According to Nmss (2001)
"principles of an energy-conscious spatial planning point rather unambiguously in the
direction of relatively dense development patterns with a low proportion of detached
single-family houses" (508).
Whether for reasons of truth or conviction, the compact city model has thus far been
more popular that the green city model, especially in European countries. Yet as Breheny
(1996) points out, there are reasons to believe that a synthesis of the two approaches is
possible, albeit rarely espoused. The density argument, for example, if examined more
carefully, does not require extreme positions: Ebenezer Howard's garden cities,
traditionally considered as a classic decentralized position, would in fact incorporate a
density of 25-30 people per acre (60-75 people per hectare) (Breheny 1996). This number is
far above the minimum suggested for walkable distances, public transit, and lively places.
The case studies explored in this thesis will show a few ways in which these positions can
be reconciled.
Synthesis: sustainable urbanism
The outlined goals for sustainability planning make up a puzzle of interrelated goals,
priorities, and formal choices. Indeed many authors claim that truly sustainable cities can
only be the result of a comprehensive vision. For example, Richard Register in his
influential book Ecocities: Building Cities in Balance with Nature (2000) argues that the built
environment needs to be completely re-imagined in order to be naturally integrated and
minimally resource- and energy-consuming, and through futuristic sketches and diagrams
he shows that this is largely a question of imaginative design solutions. Others emphasize
the need to move away from grim scenarios and towards a positive alternative vision of
cities, based on the plethora of good examples already out there (Newman et al. 2009).
In an attempt to synthesize the various approaches and suggestions for pursuing
sustainability in urban environments, I outline five principles that attempt to best capture
the essence of what can be termed as "sustainable urbanism" (figure 6). The term,
borrowed from similar concepts (see, for example, "green urbanism", Beatley 2000), speaks
to the role of physical planning in relation to "traditional" (T) and "emerging" (E)
environmental sustainability issues.
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Figure 6 The vision of sustainable urbanism: five principles
Contain urban expansion (T+E). This principle includes imposing urban growth
boundaries in order to protect natural areas and farmland, reusing land and infrastructure
within the city boundaries, and build densely and with mixed uses to further avoid the
need for using land and incurring high travel distances.
Encourage low-energy and non-polluting forms of mobility (T+E). As seen earlier, providing
a variety of mobility options is crucial in promoting the urban sustainability agenda.
T
While, on the one hand, car access needs to be selectively reduced or restricted through
traffic calming measures, alternative means, specifically public transit, biking and walking,
should be promoted through hard infrastructure and incentives (financial, convenience).
Support renewable systems and circular metabolism (E). In terms of resource use,
renewable sources should be preferred over non-renewable ones, especially regarding
energy. At the same time, reusing, recycling, and re-appropriating energy, water, materials,
and waste, will reduce overall consumption and waste.
Make buildings that consume minimal resources (E). Since buildings are the focus of urban
environment and especially residential places, this principle refers to the need to cut back
on any type of resource that they may use, from construction materials to energy and
water, through mechanical as well as design means.
Create healthy green living environments (T). This principle asks to integrate natural
systems in new developments, that along with pollution control can contribute to healthy
living environments, while also protecting from noise and improving microclimate.
While these principles capture the essence of what Jan Scheurer refers to as the
technological and the urban design paradigm, it should also be recognized that they may
be less valuable without active user participation and behavioral changes. Even the most
efficient public transit system is useless if it is empty, and compact design is meaningless
if people use their car even for minimal distances. Recycling facilities will not serve their
role if residents do not use them correctly, passive architecture is not viable if inhabitants
keep the windows open, and green infrastructure needs maintenance and care.
Planning for sustainable urbanism: Europe
Prioritizing sustainability in physical planning has implications for the role of local
governments and the process of planning. Richard Gilbert, in his book Making Cities Work:
The Role of Local Authorities in the Urban Environment (1996) summarizes the necessary
elements for a concerted approach to urban sustainability. First, he stresses the idea of
local governance- the responsibility for the environment is nested in local government and
there is an increased focus on inclusiveness of all sectors of society. Decentralization to the
local level is considered favorable to the pursuit of sustainable development because local
authorities can adapt solutions to their conditions. According to Gilbert,
flexibility can be achieved only when local authorities have the "power of general
competence". This means that they have the authority to act in any way not
specifically prohibited by law, and in any areas except those assigned exclusively to
other governments (26).
Gilbert further highlights the importance of a stable institutional framework that involves
constitutional entrenchment of municipal responsibilities, long terms for officials,
predictable funding and a steady tax base, and that avoids compartmentalization. Second,
he points out that capacity, involving adequate financial, human and technical resources,
is crucial for the implementation of an integrated approach to sustainability, and suggests
that municipalities should expand their capacity through collaboration with other
municipalities, the non-profit and the private sector (ibid).
Gilbert's suggestions echo the direction of official international policy texts of the
1990s. Soon after the Brudtland report was released, many national and local
governments started reconsidering their priorities for national and local development. In
Europe, the repercussions were important. In 1990, the Commission for the European
Communities (now European Commission) released a milestone document entitled Green
Paper for the Urban Environment. With today's standards, the paper does not focus enough
on emerging issues such as climate change, but is more concerned about protection from
pollution, quality of life, and nature protection. Yet its importance lies in placing urban
environments at the center of the environmental debate, offering reasons for this focus
and main directions and outlining implications for policy-making.
The Green Paper introduced the idea of the compact city into mainstream planning.
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Essentially, it assigns a crucial responsibility to urban planning for solving the issues of
contemporary European cities, which are classified into three broad categories:
(i) pollution in terms of air, noise, soil, water, waste, and soil
(ii) disinvestment of historic city centers and destruction of the historic fabric
(iii) the need for incorporating nature in the city.
Some of the causes of urban degradation described by the paper are the influence of
post-war functionalism and use segregation on the practice of urban planning, the
difficulty of balancing economic development and attraction of businesses with
environmental quality, the effects of mass consumption on spatial decentralization, and
the increasing reliance on the automobile. Naturally, attempting to solve these problems
leads to some orientations for action:
avoid strict zoning in favour of mixed uses of urban space, favouring in particular
housing in inner city areas; defend the architectural heritage against the uniform
banality of the international style, respecting rather than imitating the old; avoid
escaping the problems of the city by extending its periphery: solve its problems
within existing boundaries (Commission for the European Communities 1990:30).
Twenty years after the release of the Green Paper, cities still face similar issues and
seek similar solutions. Yet the paper's approach is euro-centric, especially regarding the
focus on historic centers, that constitutes an obvious inspiration for the compact city ideal.
Indeed, the paper states early on that it represents a "specifically European approach to
cities" (8), which consists of two elements. First, European cities already possess the
infrastructure upon which to build the new approach to urban form, while problems such
as traffic congestion, slums and pollution are manifested in much lesser extents than in
other contexts. Second, the continent has a traditional commitment to "social cohesion",
meaning the democratic approach to equal and decent living conditions for all.
The Green Paper comments on how traditional policy-making has to be rethought as
a result of the focus on "urban environmental improvement". It focuses on the urgency of
moving beyond sectoral approaches on urban issues and adopt wider, integrated views;
the realization that environmental degradation is a result of economic and social choices;
and the need for subsidiarity, meaning the assignment of responsibility on various levels
of government. It specifically asks that local governments take the lead in adopting these
principles in their town planning practice.
Although the European Union has no legal authority over issues of physical
planning, its directives are important, because countries and cities receive funding
depending on the priorities they set (Schmidt 2009). Thus the majority of its actions affect
urban regions directly or indirectly. The Green Paper was explored here in detail because it
has had a great influence in motivating local EU governments to rethink their priorities
and disseminating the idea of compactness in urban development. In the twenty years
following this report, the European Union has assumed an ever increasing role in setting
priorities for the environment, through legislation, research programs, grants and
agricultural subsidies (Salet and Thornley 2007). Also, the EU has supported the trend
towards polycentricity and the growing role of city-regions (Schmidt 2009).
Individual European countries also gradually adopted the imperatives of the
Brudtland Commission and Agenda 21 into their jurisdictions. Sweden is a unique case, as
Swedish central and local authorities, NGOs and representatives of Swedish industry were
active in the very preparation of the Earth Summit (Hagerh8ll and Gooch 2002). The central
Government's position was the Sweden should be a driving force and a model for
ecological sustainability. Soon after the Summit, a national law required all municipalities
to prepare a Local Agenda 21 (LA21). In the following years the central government
provided support for local authorities in the form of research, monitoring and grants (for
example, the Local Investment Program) to implement ecological sustainability initiatives.
Thus sustainability in Sweden was centrally induced but municipalities had considerable
leeway in interpreting Agenda 21, not the least of which regarding urban planning and
development (ibid). In no other country do all municipalities have a LA21, but other cities
voluntarily adopted one. The environmental imperative has penetrated European national
legislation, including legislation for urban planning, in the form of increased requirements
for environmental control and assessment. In Germany, for instance, the Federal Building
Code (the main law for urban planning and development, see below) has changed to
include an explicit focus on managing urban growth (Federal Building Code 1997).
Although it is clear that the advent of environmental sustainability has created a
range of responses at various levels, it is less obvious if practices of urban planning have
changed or should change as a result of this advent. A theme that emerges is the view
that the modernist rational planning approach, concerned with symptoms rather than
causes of problems, predominantly based on quantitative and technical answers, and
resulting in compartmentalized approaches, seems to be insufficient to tackle the complex
and interrelated challenges of sustainability (Scheurer 2000). Yet several issues remain. One
can question, for instance, whether the explicit connection between sustainability and the
empowerment of local authorities that was made in Agenda 21 has the environment at its
core. The shift towards local authorities is characteristic of a broader decentralization trend
evident from the 1980s so it could be argued that Agenda 21 merely confirmed an
evolving trend. Another question is whether the necessity of ensuring a sustainable urban
form means that local governments should directly be involved in setting the urban
design agenda; such an approach is indeed suggested by the Green Paper. More generally,
there has only been tentative connection of sustainable urban development with the
"right" way of planning and implementation (Nmss 2001), despite the fact that deep
changes on the role of planning have been occurring in recent decades.
Urban planning and implementation in Northern and Western Europe: tradition and evolution
The sustainability impetus has coincided with several transforming trends in the role of
local governments and urban design policy in Europe. I will briefly focus here on the
defining characteristics of planning in Northern and Western Europe, and specifically
Sweden and Germany, where the case studies are located.
Histories of Northern and Western European countries are routinely associated with
the role of the welfare state. In the 1960s and 1970s, a number of Western countries
undertook neo-Keynesian reforms that aimed at improving the state's political and
administrative problem-solving capacity within a social-democratic framework (Wollmann
2004). These reforms also enlarged citizen participation and begun a decentralization
process. Sweden exemplified the ideal of the welfare state ideal in the decades following
World War 11 that established the so-called "Swedish planning model". Politics were
dominated by the Social democrats who adopted a strong social housing policy for the
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entire Swedish population; the provision of decent housing to everyone regardless of
income became the main goal of city planning (Newman and Thornley 1996). Several new
towns and suburbs were built in the 1960s and 1970s. Other characteristics of the Swedish
model is a consensus-seeking approach to politics and a strongly sequential planning
process (ibid).The approach to urban development adopted in the 1960s, predicated upon
.great state control and the accompanying rigidity, gradually came under question by the
end of the 1970s, along with demands for greater public participation and protests
against development and towards environmental conservation. As in many other
countries, the 1980s saw a shift to commercial development supported by ample bank
credit (ibid). The 1987 Planning and Building Act, still in force today, reflected these wills
and a decentralization trend by assigning all planning responsibility to the municipalities,
who are described as having a "planning monopoly". The 1991 Local Government Act has
further extended the power of municipal councils (Wollmann 2004), while municipal
authority is also reinforced by cities' power to raise their own taxes (ibid). The last 25 years
have seen both the strengthening of their role in defining urban development and an
increased emphasis on the role of the market in guiding it. Also, as outlined in the
previous section, Swedish municipalities have strongly embraced environmental goals
through Local Agendas 21, but this new focus does not appear to have changed
institutional structures if only for the ever increased decentralization trend.
Germany also features a decentralized decision-making structure, with the
planning system operating at the level of State (Ldnder) and below and considerable
variation in planning practice across the sixteen states (Newman and Thornley 1996). The
municipalities have "the right to deal with al matters of relevance for the local community
in their own responsibility" (Federal Building Code 1997). Other characteristics of the
German planning approach, also conceived in the post-war period, is the strong legal
framework emphasizing consensus and mediation, the focus on equitable distribution of
public services and infrastructure and balanced land uses, and the highly structured plan
approval process (Schmidt 2009). The Federal Building Law (BauGB, latest revision 1997)
contains principal land use and development control regulations and assigns the
responsibility of implementing control to the local level (Federal Building Code 1997). In
Germany the 90s have seen territorial reforms: merging of small municipalities with the
scope of promoting a multi-functional local government, and further strengthening of the
latter's role in many cases (Wollmann 2004). Particularly the State of Baden-Wurttemberg,
where Freiburg is located, has recently transferred most state functions to the local
governments (Schmidt 2009).
The trends evident in Sweden and Germany during the 1990s are characteristic of a
broader wave of institutional shifts that occurred in Europe and affected planning
practice. These include the decline of the role of central governments, new models of
intergovernmental relationships and greater inclusion of the private sector in decision-
making (Salet and Thornley 2007). In planning practice, the increase in regional
competitiveness resulted in greater emphasis on economic development (Schmidt 2009).
Furthermore, decision-making responsibilities are shifting from central to supra and sub-
national levels, specifically the city-regions (ibid). And finally, there is a shift away from
"government" towards "governance", as seen earlier also in relation to international and
sustainable development agendas.
Unfortunately, not many studies to date focus on procedural planning in relation to
the environmental impetus for urban planning. The analysis of the planning tools used by
the municipalities in the implementation of the three neighborhoods in chapter 3 will
highlight related empirical observations.
2 case studies: sustainable neighborhoods
The case studies in this research are exemplary new neighborhood developments
extending the cities of Stockholm and Freiburg. The principles of sustainable urbanism
apply to urban neighborhoods in general and not only new developments. Indeed, one
could question the very idea of focusing on new development, since new construction, no
matter how environmentally responsible, is by definition more resource-consuming and
energy-intensive than retrofitting existing areas. Nevertheless, new development will keep
happening, as a result of economic and social forces. Therefore we need at least to make
sure that it happens according to environmentally sustainable principles.
This section focuses on the description of the three neighborhoods according to the
five principles of sustainable urbanism. In describing these places, I made an effort to
present their accomplishments as comprehensively as possible, based on existing
resources. Unfortunately, to date there are very limited data that assess their
environmental performance in quantitative terms. Therefore, the analysis that follows is
largely qualitative.
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Hammarby Sj6stad: industrial harbor to lake city
Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, a municipality of approximately 830,000 inhabitants,
and part of a metropolitan area of 2 million expected to grow to 2A million by 2030, is
going through an intense planning period. The redevelopment of the former industrial
and harbor area around Stockholm's Lake Hammarby into Hammarby Sj6stad (HS) is one
of the largest urban projects recently undertaken in Europe. Extending over an area of 200
hectares (500 acres), of which 40 are water, the district is projected to accommodate 35,000
people, living and working in 11,000 housing units and 400,000 m2 of commercial and
office space. The project represents an immense planning and coordination effort
undertaken by the city of Stockholm that spans two decades and is ongoing. The
comprehensiveness of Hammarby Sj6stad's scope has contributed to its emergence as one
of the most well-known models of environmentally oriented urban districts.
Figure 10 View of the eastern part of HammarbySjostad in 2006. Source: Stockholms Stad.
The lake Hammarby Sj6 is located southeast of central Stockholm and separates the
S6dermalm Island from the areas of Nacka and Sickla. Since the early 20*" century, the
Hammarby area has been home to industrial and harbor activity, but never became a big
port hub; most structures were temporary and informal, so that scenarios of demolition
were frequent and the area was often referred to as a "shantytown" (City of Stockholm,
undated).5 By the end of the 1980s, the area suffered from car traffic and noise, and both
soil and water were heavily contaminated by toxic waste. The need for resolving the
pollution, fragmentation, and building quality problems of the site coincided with an
acute housing shortage in Stockholm. The city's planners saw the area as ideal for
redevelopment, due to its location near the city center and the water. Some construction
started in 1993 on the S6dermalm shore of the lake (Norra Hammarbyhamnen). Yet the
plan for an entire new town south of the lake did not materialize until 1995, when the city,
having decided to bid for the 2004 Olympic Games, designated HS as the Olympic village
and main stadium venue. Along with the athletic facilities, this first plan anticipated 8,500
apartments and 350,000 m2 of commercial uses; variations followed.
But the Olympic bid prompted another key decision for the evolution of HS: in 1996,
the city decided to build the area in an environmentally innovative way. To that end, the
Environmental Program for Hammarby Sj6stad was produced, stating as its overarching
goal that the area's environmental performance should be "twice as good in relation to
the best applied technology in new building design today". The program ambitiously
declared that the district would "be planned and built from a strictly ecological approach
as a resource-saving and environmentally friendly neighborhood, and be at the
international forefront of sustainable development in a dense urban environment"
(Stockholms Stad 1997 and 2000).6 The key goals of the Environmental Program are seen in
table 1, and exact figures for the target objectives are provided in appendix 3. When the
s During the 19th century, Sickla was a popular leisure destination for working class residents of S6dermalm. After
the Danviken Canal was opened in 1914, connecting Hammarby Sj6 with the Baltic Sea, the city of Stockholm
bought the surrounding land (1917) to establish industrial and harbor activity. The opening of a General Motors
sales office and the construction of the modernist complex of the Luma light bulb factory in the 1920s spurred
some economic activity. For years, small and large-scale industry coexisted with offices and harbor activities, and
informally constructed warehouses (Vestbro 2007). When the Hammarbyleden highway was built, the part of the
bay was filled with excavated soil and rocks to serve as a new port area, butthe plans never materialized.
6 Author's translation from Swedish.
2004 Olympics were granted to Athens, the city of Stockholm decided to go on with the
redevelopment plan, retain the environmental focus and turn the area into a showcase of
urban sustainability (Dastur, 2005, referenced in Poldermans, 2005). The main responsibility
over planning and implementation of Hammarby Sjostad was assigned to the Project
Team for Hammarby Sjostad, which was responsible also for the implementation of the
Environmental Program. Although the Program ended up having only a recommendatory
rather than mandatory status, it still guided the way HS was planned. In 2005 its objectives
were adjusted to reflect a more realistic image of the progress made (appendix 4).
Table 1.The Environmental Program's key goals. Source: Stockholms Stad 1997 and 2000.
> Natural cycles must happen as locally as possible.
> Minimize natural resource consumption.
> Reduce overall energy use and increase energy efficiency
> Produce energy from renewable sources and encourage local sources.
> Reduce clean water consumption
> Utilize wastewater for energy and return sludge to agricultural land
> Building materials should be renewable or recyclable and have low environmental and
health impact.
> Decontaminate soil in the area to the extent that it is not safe for the residents.
> Implement lake restoration.
> Reduce transportation needs.
> The solutions should be tailored to resident's needs and promote community and
environmental responsibility. The resident's needs should be taken into account and
influence the district's design.
> The implementation of the project should be used as a way to leverage new sustainable
solutions regarding energy, natural resources, closing the cycle of nutrients,
reuse/recycling of waste, and minimization of transport demand.
> The solutions used should not produce overhead costs so high that broad
dissemination is not possible.
> Disseminate the experience, knowledge, and technology generated in process to
contribute to future sustainable development.
The development is carried out in twelve phases, corresponding to distinct
neighborhoods (figure 11). The main sub-districts are Sickla Udde, Sickla Kaj, Sickla Kanal,
Luma, Hammarby Gird, Henriksdalshamnen, Lugnet, and Norra Hammarbyhamnen that
has yet to be initiated. Plans, construction dates, and make-up for each phase can be
found in appendix 2. Although the project will not be completed for another 7-8 years7,
the existing development, approximately 70% of the whole, is sufficient to observe its
accomplishments towards sustainable urbanism. The general scope of the masterplan has
remained the same over the years: Hammarby Sj6stad was always envisioned as "an
extension of the city center with an urban character and with the same spatial and
architectural qualities as the city center" (Heimler 2010).
- - -----
Figure 11 Masterplan of Hammarby Sjostad. The numbers correspond to the project phases. 1: Sickla Udde, 2: Sickla
Kaj, 3: Sickla Kanal, 4: K6lnan, 5: Sjstadsporten, 6: Hammarby Gard, 7: Luma, 8: Forsen, 9: Lugnet, 10: Godsfinkan, 11:
Proppen, 12: Henriksdalshamnen. Source: Stockholms Stad.
7 The exact completion date for Hammarby Sj6stad is uncertain due to heavy infrastructural works required in the
final stages of the project.
Containing urban expansion
The conversion of a brownfield site located only 5 kilometers (3.1 miles) from the city
center reflects a will to prevent uncontrolled expansion of the city of Stockholm by
reusing already built land. During the 1980s, the city's political administration was
reluctant to consider the area for redevelopment because of its high degree of
contamination. But as brownfield redevelopment was becoming popular in the beginning
of the 1990s, Jan lnghe-Hagstr6m, director of the City Planning Administration at the time,
and his team, conducted an in-depth review of the site's conditions, and suggested to
transform it into a residential area that would benefit from the contact with the lake, and
his ideas finally took root upon the designation of HS as an Olympic venue (Karsson 2010).
Thus HS combines the remediation of contaminated land with the protection of
natural areas and the provision of a dense vibrant urban environment. This rationale was
layer endorsed in the Stockholm City Plan 1999, whose central motto was to "build the city
inwards".8 HS borders the enormous Nacka Natural Reserve, one of Stockholm's "green
wedges" established by the city's early regional plan of the 1930s. The residential area is
connected with the natural reserve through "ecoducts", wide vegetated viaducts that are
designed to allow people, plants and animals to move over the S6dra Lanken highway
(Vestbro 2007). To the degree possible, existing natural features on site were preserved and
enhanced; for example much of the riparian vegetation was recreated using native reed
beds. The 150 ancient oak trees in the heart of Sickla Udde (Ekbacken) were initially to give
way to buildings, but the identification of an endangered beetle and other species raised
objections by Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. Eventually, the woodland was
preserved by means of appealing to the program's guidelines on the preservation of
valuable nature for recreation and support for biodiversity (Stokholms Stad 2003).
8 The plan suggested the following strategies; re-using already developed land (brownfields); respecting and
enhancing the existing character (cityscape, built environment and green structures); redeveloping semi central
areas and transforming older industrial areas into urban areas of mixed uses and variation; establishing focal
points in the suburbs; concentrating new development to areas with good access to public transport; and
meeting local demands (Stockholm City 1999). See appendix XXX for map.
9 The plan determined a radial development pattern along the public transportation system, forming long
"fingers" of built areas with undeveloped "green wedges" left in between.
Since the initial planning phase, there was broad consensus in the city
administration over promoting traditional urban qualities, high density and mixed use.
These choices resonated the idea of the "compact city" and would ensure the viability of
local services, lively streets, and safety, especially given the fact that 75% of Swedish
households are one or two person households (Vestbro 2007). Buildings are organized
into five to seven stories high perimeter blocks, similar to the 1 th century historic center,
with higher buildings located along the main streets. HS boasts a residential density of
133 people per hectare (54 people per acre), and a variety of uses including offices, small
commercials along the main Hammarby Alle, schools and playgrounds, sports
infrastructure, a library, a senior center, student housing, and a center for handicapped
children.
Encouraging low-energy and non-polluting forms of mobility
The 1997 Environmental Program for Hammarby Sj6stad asked that by 2005, 80% of the
trips to and from Hammarby Sjostad be made with public transit, walking or biking, and
that 25% of all motor transport be fuelled by renewable energy. The reality for 2010 is that
a more modest but still high 70% of trips is made by means other than the private
automobile (Karsson 2010). There is no precise data for renewable fuel use, but all
municipal buses are powered by biofuel, as well as 75% of the vehicles belonging to the
car-sharing club. The latter was introduced early on and became quickly popular; in March
2003, it had nine cars and 100 member households; by 2006, the number of cars had risen
to 25 and members to 350, about 10% of HS households. (Stockholm City 2003,2006,2008).
To break the dependence of incoming residents from the private automobile, the
city first introduced a ferry line in December 2000 that connects Sickla Kaj directly with the
southeastern part of S6dermalm. To day, the ferry line operates daily every 10 min with no
fee. The light rail line (Tvsrbanan, figure 12) was inaugurated in August 2002, two years
after the first residents moved in Sickla Udde and one and a half year before it was
originally planned. The line runs along the main Hammarby Alle, from Gullmarsplan south
of S6dermalm to Sickla Udde, every 10 min during the day and every 15 min in the
evenings, making the connection with the city very convenient. There are plans to extend
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the light rail after submerging the Varmd6vsgen highway at the north east part of HS. For
now, numerous bus lines supplement the connection of HS with other areas of Stockholm.
Figure 12 Hammarby Sj6stad's light rail, Tvarbanan. Source: www. sundbyberg.se
Figure 13 View of the pedestrian and bicycle bridge that connects Sickla Udde with Sickla Kaj. Source:
www.urbandesigncompendium.co.uk
Several traffic calming measures were used in HS: a speed limit of 30 kilometers per
hour, narrow sections and raised crosswalks. HS features separate bike lanes along the
main street, a pedestrian and bike-only bridge (figure 13), and pedestrian and bike-only
promenades along the quays. Unlike any other area in the city, there is 1.5 bicycle parking
space for every household in the area. On the contrary, car parking standards were initially
set at 0.25 per household, half than the city center, but after residents' opposition they
were raised to 0.5 or 0.7 (depending on the sub-district). Reducing the car parking is one of
the most difficult goals, as residents keep complaining about the lack of street parking
and the high cost of underground parking spots (Heimler 2010).
Supporting renewable systems and circular metabolism
The most famous environmental feature of Hammarby Sjostad and most important result
of the Environmental Program is the so-called "Hammarby model". The model is based on
the idea of reusing the waste by-products of different systems, thus saving resources. In
1996, the municipal companies for water (Stockholm Vatten) and energy (Birka Energi), and
the Stockholm Waste Management Administration, coordinated by an officer from the
project team, co-operated to create the Hammarby Model (figure 13).10 The Hammarby
Model relies heavily on existing conventional systems for district heating and sewage
treatment but attempts to integrate them into eco-cycle thinking (Karsson 2010).
Essentially the main sewage treatment plant, located north of HS, dates to the 1930s and
treats residential wastewater generated by almost 1 million people. The plant, updated in
2003, purifies residential wastewater and recovers the nutrients in the form of sludge that
is distributed to farmers as fertilizer. Biogas is also produced in the process and used as a
vehicle fuel in municipal buses, garbage trucks and taxis. When the clean water leaves the
plant, it is still 15-17 *C warm, and is transferred underwater to the Hammarby thermal
plant that distributes it to the district heating network; when it is cool again it joins the
district cooling network (Karsson 2010). Around 80% of the district heating needs are
covered from waste and used water.
10 Birka Energi was half-owned by the City of Stockholm until 2002, when it was entirely sold to the Finnish
Household waste also enters the eco-cycle model. In Sweden, 97% of household
waste is reused or recycled in some way. Upon moving in HS, residents receive detailed
information on how to separate domestic garbage. Waste is first separated at the
building-level into combustible waste, food waste, and newspapers, through an
automated waste disposal system unique to HS that sends the waste to the central facility.
Food waste is composted and used as fertilizer or converted into biogas that is then used
in the H6gdalen cogeneration plant south of HS, which the main source of energy for the
entire district and is mostly powered by hydroelectric power. Combustible waste is
incinerated and also used in the H6gdalen plant (Stockholm City 2008). Other renewable
sources of energy used in HS include photovoltaic panels and solar thermal collectors
mounted at the rooftop of certain buildings.
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Figure 14 The Hammarby Model. Source: Stockholms Stad.
company Fortum.
The surface water is purified locally in HS's green infrastructure system that
comprises of street trees, green roofs, vegetated inner courtyards and a stream that runs
along a linear park in Sikcla Kaj and Sickla Kanal and culminates in a small pond. The use
of safe eco-certified products in public spaces and on building surfaces aims to ensure
that water runoff is devoid of heavy metals and other hazardous substances. Stormwater
from the bigger streets (Hammarby Alld and Lugnets Alle) first goes through a process of
sedimentation and sand filters before joining the lake. Finally, during Hammarby Sj6stad's
clean-up process, 900,000 tons of soil was taken away for treatment but some of the least
contaminated soil was used in a ski slope. All the natural soil removed during construction
was also reused on site.
Designing buildings that consume minimal resources
Although the "twice as good" imperative of the Environmental Program explicitly referred
to the buildings of the new area, those seem to have been less successful than other areas
in reaching the objectives. The Environmental Program anticipated the total (heating and
electricity) building energy consumption to be less than 60 kWh/m 2a (kWh per sq. meter
per year), half of the amount for cutting edge new construction (120 kWh/m 2a) and less
than one-third of that for average new construction (200 kWh/m 2a), a target that met
considerable resistance from the builders because it was considered unrealistically high
(Bylund 2003). During the first phase of the development, Sickla Udde, the developers
compiled a report to prove their point, where they claimed that the energy objectives
could only be realized at the cost of the residents' comfort (Svane and Engberg 2007). The
objective for building energy use was adjusted to 100 kWh/m 2 a; still there are some
houses in HS that consume 140 kWh/m 2a (Karsson 2010). Regarding water consumption,
the goal was set to 100 I/person/day, half the Stockholm average of 200 I/person/day, but
in a measurement during a period from July 2006 to July 2007, the average consumption
was found to be 141,9 I/person/day. Developers also found it hard to follow the
Environmental Program's recommendations to reduce metal, new gravel and sand, and to
use recycled materials, and generally resorted to conventional construction methods
(Stockholm City 2003).
Most buildings in HS are five to seven stories high, to ensure that even the ground
floor apartments get enough sun during the short winter days. However, there is no
evidence of architectural solutions that attempt to passively respond to climatic
conditions, i.e. by prioritizing orientation to the south for maximum sun exposure and
protecting the northern sides of the buildings. In fact, because the view to the lake was a
priority, many buildings are sub-optimally positioned to the sun. Also, because of the
desire for an architecture that reflects contemporary neo-modern ideals, buildings feature
elements such as large glass surfaces and balconies that contribute negatively to energy
efficiency, as well as steel and other metals with energy-intensive production and
negative impact on the depletion of the bedrock (Vestbro 2002).
Figure 15 New modernist apartment buildings in Hammarby Gard. Source: author's image.
Creating healthy green living environments
Besides the valuable natural features that were preserved in the development area new
green spaces were added; for instance, the eco-ducts are anticipated to serve as plant and
animal corridors. Part of the masterplan's requirements was that every household in HS
should be within walking distance from a public green space. For the parts that lacked
natural assets and green space almost entirely, for example Sickla Kaj and Sickla Kanal, a
major goal of the plans was the provision of quality green space (Stockholm City 2003).
The park named "Parterre" that runs through Sickla Kaj and Sickla Kanal, parallel to the
canal and Hammarby Alle, serves to gather the stormwater from the surrounding surfaces
and is an extensive public space. It is divided into 4 parts, each with its own character,
including artistic objects and decorative elements selected by the Stockholm Art Council.
The integration of footpaths and bike paths along the canals, an elevated boardwalk,
footbridges, the reed park and the oak park in the development aim to ensure a healthy
microclimate and the preservation of biodiversity, and to encourage people to be active,
healthy and appreciate natural elements (Karsson 2010). Guidelines ensure that public
green spaces, as well as inner courtyards receive enough sunlight.
The Environmental Program contained a long list of restrictions on materials
developers can use in construction, to ensure a healthy indoor environment. Upon arrival,
residents receive information on substances they should avoid, especially if they are
going to end in the sewage or the waste management system.
Figure 16 Riparian vegetation along Sickla Kanal. Source: www.urbandesigncompendium.co.uk
Protection from noise also had an prominent position in the Environmental Program,
which specified that noise reaching houses and natural areas should not exceed 40dB.
Noise reduction devices installed along big routes, traffic calming measures and
requirements to insulate facades to main streets aim to address the noise problem, but
this goal has so far been difficult to reach because of traffic and the continuing
construction works in the area (Stockholms Stad 2003).
Figure 17 View of Sjostadsparterren in Sickla Kaj and its surrounding blocks that was awarded the Kasper Salin Prize in
2005. Source: Lennart Johansson, Infobild (through Stockholms Stad).
Quartier Vauban: ecology, innovation, community
Freiburg is a city of 220,000 inhabitants located in the extreme south-west of Germany in
the major wine-producing region of the Upper Rhine Plain, and belongs to the German
State of Baden-WLrttemberg. Freiburg is known for its University, its Medieval Cathedral,
its adjacency to the Black Forest, and its advanced environmental practices. Quartier
Vauban certainly adds to the latter fame; this new neighborhood of 41 hectares (101 acres)
and 5,500 inhabitants has been established in the last decade as one of the most
innovative examples of ecological communities.
The idea to develop Vauban came in 1992, when the French troops that had
occupied the site since the end of World War 11 turned it over to the German Federal
Government. For E 20 million, the city of Freiburg purchased the property, which featured
a number of old buildings and mature trees, with the intention of initiating a planned
urban development that would provide much-needed housing for families of various
income levels. Planning started in 1993; the city organized a competition where planning
firms were asked to submit designs for 2,000 housing units, 800 student units, and some
industrial facilities, emphasizing the preservation of the existing tree stock, the elimination
of automobiles and the provision of a pedestrian and bike-friendly environment (Vauban-
Gelsnde 1994). When the winning design by Stuttgart-based architecture and planning
firm Kohlhoff & Kohlhoff was announced, a group of local citizens got together to create
an independent NGO named Forum Vauban. The Forum's members wanted to influence
the development of Vauban towards social and environmental sustainability. Putting
together environmental studies, organizing building groups, and disseminating
information, the Forum gained the city's support and influenced many decisions.
The Vauban Project Group, with employees from the city's building department, was
compiled to oversee implementation. The area was planned in three sections or phases,
and a special section for a solar settlement (figure 18). Construction started in 1997 and
had mostly finished by 2006, although a few lots are still being developed today. The new
district quickly became popular, especially to families with children; as of 2007, out of the
5,000 people living in Vauban, 30% was under 18 years old (Sights of Vauban).
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Figure 18 Vauban project phases with starting dates. Source: Stadt Freibrug Im Breisgau.
Containing urban expansion
Quartier Vauban's easily accessible location at a mere 3 kilometers (about 1.9 mile) from
the city center, replacing an existing settlement, makes it an excellent example of infill
development. Much of the road network and other infrastructure was already in place.
Economical development and reduced road intersections are estimated to have reduced
the public sector works by 17% (Stadt Freiburg 2008). The nearly twenty five old barrack
buildings were in relatively good shape, and before development started, some were
occupied by the citizen group SUSI ("selbstorganisierte unabhjngige Siedlungsinitiative",
self-organized independent settlement initiative). Initially all barrack buildings were to be
demolished, but SUSI's and other non-profit groups' intervention resulted in the
retrofitting of six buildings as student dorms and another four buildings as cohousing,
workshops, and a kindergarten. The preservation of the 60 year-old street trees, on the
other hand, was a matter of universal consensus, and had to be taken into account in the
layout of the district. A small stream that borders the site was designated a natural
habitat" and its banks and verges are also protected.
" Under §24 of the National Nature Conservation Act.
One of the major achievements of Quartier Vauban is that although it was designed
to offer some of the benefits of suburban living, such as access to open space, greenery
and possibility for individual expression, it is actually a quite dense urban district.
Buildings are kept relatively low in Vauban, two to four stories high, but still an average of
100 residents to the hectare (40 residents/acre). A community center, small commercial
shops, and offices line the main streets Vaubanallee and Mertzhauser Strasse, offering
social amenities of a typical urban setting, as well as jobs within the area to reduce the
need to commute long distances.
Encouraging low-energy and non-polluting forms of mobility
Vauban's mobility concept is quite exceptional: more than half of the entire district is
"parking-free" (figure 19). This means that cars may enter the residential streets for pick-up
and delivery but not for parking. Instead of assigning parking spaces for each household
on the site of the house, as is usually the case in residential areas, the plan obliges vehicle
owners to buy a parking space in one of the two communal garages at the edge of the
district. Residents are made to declare their status of vehicle ownership on a yearly basis,
and the high cost of owning a parking space in the perimeter garages ($20-25K)
discourages many residents from owning a car, and conversely attracts people who wish
to lead a car-free lifestyle. As a result at the end of 2007, 420 households were registered
as "car-free", and a 2009 survey showed that in Vauban there were only 157 cars per 1,000
inhabitants, compared to 367 for the city of Freiburg and 524 for the State of Baden-
Wurttemberg (Sights of Vauban). The car-free households are organized in an association
and subscribe to a car sharing club, which owns a range of car sharing vehicles, located in
the solar garage, as well as bikes and trailers.
Figure 19 Parking in Vauban. Blue represents parking-free areas and yellow represents one parking spot per house.
Source: Stadt Freiburg Im Breisgau.
The parking-free concept in Vauban is not perfect: even though access to the
residential streets is restricted for delivery and pick-up, in reality residents park their cars
for longer, to avoid covering the distance to the parking garage by foot. Some go even
further: instead of declaring their car and having to pay for the communal garage, they
simply park their cars along the main streets (Scheurer 2000). Bollards and barriers had to
be added in certain streets because some drivers were not as respectful as hoped. Finally
the city is reluctant to take bold measures to fine violators (Sights of Vauban). But overall,
the concept has successfully metamorphosed conventional residential streets into notably
pleasant spaces for community life and children play (figure 20). Also, the loop-type road
connections ensure that no outside or through traffic from and to neighboring districts
can access the residential zones (Stadt Freiburg 2008). Vehicle access to Vauban is only
possible through the main street axis, Vauban-Allee, which has a speed limit of 30 km/h.
When the first 'residents moved in, the area was served by buses, but since 2006 a
tramway line was extended from the city center and serves the area every 5-10 minutes.
Currently, there are also plans for an interchange facility connecting to the upcoming
Regio-S-Railway in the western part of the neighborhood. Finally, Vauban is connected
with the city through an extended bike path network.
Figure 20 Playstreet in Vauban. Source: www.foru m-a uto.com
Supporting renewable systems and circular metabolism
Although the planning of Vauban did not have a comprehensive eco-cycle model, several
measures were taken for efficient management of energy and water. The district has its
own cogeneration plant that provides heat and electricity within a short-distance heating
grid. The plant is powered by wood chips from trees that abound in the nearby Black
Forest; in fact, so many wood chips are generated as a by-product of timber works, that
saw mills had to burn them, a procedure that itself needs energy (Delleske 2010). The sun,
abundant in Freiburg, also constitutes a significant source of energy in Vauban. There are
some 450 m2 of solar collectors for water heating, and around 1,200 m2 of photovoltaic
panels that feed energy surplus into public networks.
Moreover, Vauban features a comprehensive rainwater management system, called
"mulden-rigolen"; instead of a standard drainage system, open channels receive the
stormwater runoff from both the roads and the rooftops (figures 21 and 22). Each U-
shaped block of houses has its own open gutters that end up into two big ditches along
the main east-west streets. A "trough and trench" system provides for enrichment of the
groundwater system (Stadt Freiburg 2008). However the city also encouraged builders to
incorporate rainwater collection tanks if they so desired. To set the example, rainwater is
collected in the primary school and used for toilet flushing. Finally, some residents
initiated an installation for sewage water treatment on site, but the efforts never fully
materialized (Delleske 2010).
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Figure 21 Rainwater management system in Quartier Vauban. Source: Stadt Freiburg Im Breisgau.
Figure 22 Open gutter, part of the rainwater mnagement system. Source: author's image.
Designing buildings that consume minimal resources
The city of Freiburg is proud of its "low-energy standard". According to this local law, in
force since 1992, every new property built on municipal land must spend no more than 65
kWh/m 2 a on energy for heating, two thirds of the legally permitted limit and lower than
any other city in Germany.'2 This is to be achieved by means of increased insulation, less
energy-wasteful windows, and rational orientation of the building and its glass surfaces.
The houses cost about 3% more to build, but their energy costs and C02 emissions fall by
30% (Solar Region). In Vauban, all buildings follow this standard and many exceed it. There
is a number of "passive houses" that spend no more than 15 kWh/m 2a on energy for
heating. Furthermore, the historic barrack building have been retrofitted for energy
efficiency.
Figure 23 Passive house in Vauban. Source: passivhaus-vauban.de
The most innovative complex of buildings in Vauban is the "Solar Settlement" at the
east of the site, a demonstration project designed and developed by Rolf Disch Architects.
This includes the "solar ship" (Sonnenschiff), an experimental hybrid of houses and offices,
12 This in cludes only energy required for heating; together with energy required for electricity the amount reaches
120 kWh/m 2a. Since 2010, the standard has been further reduced to passive house standard of 15 kWh/m 2a.
and the "plus-energy houses", a series of row houses that produce more energy than they
consume thanks to extensive photovoltaic installations.13
Figure 24 Plus energy houses in Vauban. Source: www.plusenergiehaus.de
An array of experiments aiming to minimize buildings' resource consumption can be
found in Vauban. Many multi-family houses use architectural means to take advantage of
the sun to reduce heat needs. There is a lot of new-generation timber-frame construction
of up to four stories, and a lot of houses have elements such as low-flush toilets,
controlled ventilation systems, green roofs, rainwater cisterns, natural and regional
building materials. Furthermore, for each new project Forum Vauban distributed
information to builders about how to cut down on construction waste, and installed a
recycling station on site (Forum Vauban e.V. 1999).
3 The plus energy houses produce 36 kWh/m 2a of electricity that is fed back to the grid, and use only 15% of the
energy that is needed by Freiburg's low-energy homes. The heating costs of a Plus energy house amount to 150-
200 Euros/year, less than 10% of a conventional house.
Creating healthy green living environments
Before construction started in Vauban remediation process made sure that there was no
contaminated land or water. Although it is only a few years old, the neighborhood greatly
integrates artificial with natural elements: air, light, and water. Out of the forty-one
hectares of the neighborhood's surface, four hectares are public green spaces. These aim
to promote biodiversity, ease of maintenance and variability, and have bike and foot
paths, seating, rubbish collection points, and special amenities for children and teenagers
(Utz, undated). Two hundred and twenty new trees were added to the preserved tree
stock. Apart from the main three-lined avenue and the Saint George creek, there are three
"green strips" that were planned to allow for the "ventilation" of the whole district, taking
advantage of the breeze that comes down from the Black Forest. They also function as
relaxation, leisure and play areas for the residents, many of whom were directly involved
in their design in a participatory way through meetings and workshops (Forum Vauban
e.V. 1999). On a micro-level, many buildings have natural materials and planting on their
facades and courtyards, and green roofs that invite plant and bird species. Overall, the
absence of cars and the abundant greenery ensure clean air and protection from noise,
invite animal species, and make Vauban an ideal environment for children's play.
Rieselfeld: large-scale neighborhood planning
The new district of Rieselfeld, Freiburg, is a new neighborhood developed on a 70-hectare
flat piece of land west of the city center. Like Vauban, the impetus for developing
Rieselfeld was the acute housing shortage at the end of the 1980s, with more than 6,000
families in need of low-cost dwellings (Siegl 2010). As the lack of space within the city
limits was forcing many families to look for single family-housing in the suburbs and
commute to the city for work, the city administration decided to counteract this trend. But
instead of using green open spaces within the city, an entire new neighborhood would be
built in its immediate vicinity. The new area has a diversity of housing types and sufficient
density to support transit and mixed uses. The project would also boost the city's
weakened property tax base (Siegl 2010).
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Figure 25 Axonometric plan of Rieselfeld. Source: City of Freiburg.
The name of the selected site, Rieselfeld, quite literally referred to its previous nature:
a sewage farm that received the city's black water until the early 80s, when the water was
diverted to another treatment site. The built 70-ha area is the easternmost part of a larger
320-hectare area, the rest of which is preserved as a nature reserve. Planning started in
1991, when a series of meeting with various stakeholders served as the basis for an urban
design competition held in early 1992. Following the results of the competition, city
planners refined the masterplan to reflect the city's objectives. the City Council appointed
the Rieselfeld Project Group to carry out the implementation of the winning design, which
would be done in four phases (figure 26). Construction commenced in 1993, and in
September 1996, the first residents moved in. In January 2010, 9,200 people lived in 3,400
apartments in Rieselfeld, with about 35% of the population being less than 18 years old
(Siegl 2010). By 2011, when the project will be completed, a total of 11,000 people will be
living in 4,200 apartments, and 1,000 jobs are expected to be created.
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Figure 26 Rieselfeld's project phases. Sou rce: C ity of F reib urg.
Containing urban expansion
Rieselfeld boasts a prime location, only 7 kilometers (about 4.3 miles) from the city center
and just north of the Haid industrial district, where many jobs are located. Since it is
located outside the central city on previously undeveloped land, the infrastructure (roads,
water, energy) had to be constructed afresh. Rieselfeld can thus be considered a suburban
development, but its dense layout, mix of uses and large-scale architecture grant it an
urban feel. The population density reaches 150 people/ha, predominantly in multi-story
apartment buildings and a few single-family houses as well (less than 10% of all units).
The main streetcar axis and the district's backbone, Rieselfeldallee, is lined with 70 by 130
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meter blocks, constituting of five to six stories perimeter buildings with ground-floor
retail, restaurants, and other services. Density fades from Rieselfeldallee to the edges of
the neighborhood. A "green wedge", opening towards the north, occupies the center of
the district, accommodating many public facilities - schools, sports centers, community
center and church. The neighborhood's southernmost part, adjacent to the Haid industrial
district, is reserved for residential and industrial uses.
Figure 27 Typical street in Rieselfeld. Source: www.williemiller.co.u k
Because Rieselfeld has a distinctly urban character, its adjacency to the natural
reserve area creates an stark contrast. The city intentionally pushed for the designation of
the remaining area to the west as a natural reserve concurrently with planning Rieselfeld
as a new development area (Siegl 2010). This designation makes part of a larger plan
where Freiburg has put 42% of its area under nature or countryside protection, where
building is no longer permitted (Solar Region). According to the area current designation,
it is impossible to develop in the Rieselfeld natural reserve for at least the next 30 years.
A signposted nature trail is in the implementation process to incite visitors to explore the
area, and several resident volunteers are already seeing to maintenance and
dissemination of information (Siegl 2007,2009).
1 The area was officially upgraded to nature reserve status in 1995 of the Federal Building code. In 2001 it became
Encouraging low-energy and non-polluting forms ofmobility
Rieselfeld was laid out according to a traffic concept that gave priority to the tram,
pedestrians and cyclists. The new tram line, connecting Rieselfeld with the central city with
three stops in the neighborhood, was inaugurated in 1997, less than a year after the first
residents had moved in. Despite an initial interest in creating a car-free sub-district in
Rieselfled, this vision never materialized; there is a parking spot for every apartment,
located underground, plus an extra 20% of the total number for visitor parking.
Nevertheless a general speed limit of 30 km/hour (18.6 miles/hour) is imposed, and there
are several "play streets" prioritized for children's play.
Figure 28 Tramway No5 serving Rieselfeld. Source: www.willimiller.co.uk
Supporting renewable systems and circular metabolism
For energy provision, Rieselfeld is connected to a large cogeneration plant fuelled by
natural gas in the nearby neighborhood of Weingarten. This plant has existed since the
1960s, but it was only for district heating and emitted high quantities of C02 and N02.
When Rieselfeld was planned, it was replaced with the cogeneration plant; as a result, the
part of the European NATURA 2000 sanctuary system protecting fauna, flora and birds.
current emissions for both areas are lower than what they used to be for Weingarten
alone (Siegl 2010).
In terms of the water that enters and exits the site, Rieselfeld features a unique
system. Impervious surfaces are minimized in the area, and water percolates freely
through public and private green spaces, which are designated as areas that cannot be
developed either above ground or underground. Several open ditches through the area
(figure 29) transfer the excess water to the west end of the settlement area, where there is
a "ground filter site": a 1 ha meadow where the excess surface water is drained and re-
circulated in the nature reserve area (Utz, undated). To ensure that Rieselfeld's subsoil is
pollution-free, 0.5 to 0.8 meters of the upper soil layer were removed before construction
and comprehensive ground samples were taken before and after.
Figure 29 On of the creeks that carry stormwater in Rieselfeld. Source: author's image.
Designing buildings that consume minimal resources
The low-energy standard applied to Vauban was also mandatory in Rieselfeld - in fact the
standard came into force shortly after the decision for developing the area was taken.
Here also, some buildings exceed the standards, but there are only a handful of passive
houses compared to Vauban and even less that experiment with innovative resource
conservation methods. Construction methods are also more conventional, with concrete
as the predominant building material. Nevertheless, given the fact that Rieselfeld was the
first new development where the low-energy applied, at the time there was no knowledge
of how to build low-energy housing, and thus served as the learning ground for the new
standard (Siegl 2010).
Creating healthy green living environments
Of the seventy hectares that the neighborhood takes up, eight hectares are dedicated to
public green spaces. As in Vauban, the city administration stressed the importance of
good design and the integration of playgrounds and activity areas for children and
teenagers into the public realm, and in several occasions collaborated with the residents.
Thus there is a variety of opportunities for outdoors activities and particular consideration
to the needs of women and families, handicapped, and elderly (Siegl, 2007, 2009). Some of
the first families who moved in Rieselfled formed associations and requested more sports
areas; as a result three large grass fields and a sports hall that had not been originally
planned were added (Utz, undated). To complement the open spaces, close to 1,000 trees
were planted along the streets, and particular consideration was given to the use of leaf
trees with different crown width and different "stress-tolerance", depending on the
breadth and activity of the street. (Utz, undated). Many citizens see it as a matter of honor
to adopt a tree and care for it, and in Rieselfeld there are several such tree "godfathers".
In addition to the public green spaces, the interior courtyards serve as green
infrastructure, offering quality outdoors space and forging community relationships.
Owners of the peripheral buildings share the responsibility for maintaining the middle
ground, are obliged to keep it open, and cannot put parking or other uses underground,
because it also serves as a water collector. In many cases, landscape architects were hired
collectively to design the inner courtyards according to the neighbors' preferences (Siegl
2010). In Rieselfeld there are also thirty family gardens, each about 100 sq m large, situated
in short sight of flats, that residents can rent one for gardening, storage, etc. The
abundance of open green spaces, playgrounds and sports infrastructure has attracted an
increasing number of families with young children in Rieselfeld. The anticipation of a high
number of children created an additional motivation for making sure that the ground was
clean of hazardous substances from its previous use as a sewage farm.
The aspects of climate, light, air, and noise were considered in the planning process
by, for example, examining the shading of buildings at different times of the day before
construction. Also, the surrounding forest strips were preserved to serve as visual cover,
the aeration with north-south wind was taken into account, and the housing arc in the
first planning phase serves as a noise shield from Besancon Allee (Siegl 2009).
Figure 30 Green spaces and houses in Rieselfeld. Source: www.catherinelejeune.de/b log
Synopsis of sustainable features
To date, comprehensive evaluation tools for the three neighborhoods have not been
developed. Some research projects regarding Vauban and Rieselfeld have identified
potential benefits of compactness and reduced automobile use for C02 emissions, but
these studies provided only conditional results as they were based on assumptions and
not measurements, and they were conducted while the neighborhoods were still in early
implementation phases.
Hammarby Sj6stad has had a somewhat better evaluation, because of the
development of an Environmental Load Profile (ELP) tool early in the process (detailed in
the following chapter). A 2008 assessment of four parts of HS presented the achieved
reduction in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, acidification, overfertilization, ground
level ozone, radioactive ozone, non-renewable energy raw materials, and water
consumption. The report showed that reductions were indeed achievec, but not at the
ambitious scale of 50% but a still high 30-40% in most areas (Grontmij 2008).
Because of the scarcity of data, it is not possible to assess the districts' achievements
quantitatively in comparable terms. My evaluation (table 2) is thus tentative and results
from the general impression about their level of success in relation to the principles of
sustainable urbanism.
VAUBAN RIESELFELD
Contain urban
expansion
Encourage low-
energy and non-
polluting forms of
mobility
Support renewable
systems and circular
metabolism
Make buildings that
consume minimal
resources
Urban growth boundary
Protection of sensitive areas
Reuse of land and infrastructure
Density and mixed uses
Efficient public transit
Infrastructure for walking,
biking, car-sharing
Reduced car access
Use traffic calming measures
Use renewable energy sources
Outputs as inputs
Material reuse and recycling
On-site resource conservation
Minimal energy and water
needs
Low-impact materials
Passive architecture
++
++
++++
++
Restoration and integration of
natural systems
Create healthy living Elimination of pollutants in the
air, soil, and water
environments Good microclimate and
protection from noise
Table 2 Synopsis of sustainable features.
HAMMARBY
SJOSTAD
+++
++
+
Urban Design Outcomes
Although the vision of sustainable urbanism cannot be strictly associated with a specific
urban design philosophy, several of its prescriptions tend to lead to specific formal
choices that may even be in conflict, as exemplified in the compact versus green city
debate.The case studies clearly belong to the compact city model, with Hammarby Sj6stad
representing the most "urban", inner-city-like area, and Quartier Vauban leaning towards
an eco-village character. Yet in general the three neighborhoods display similarities in the
inclusion of the five sustainable urbanism principles, but also in their expression into their
built environment, and common urban design patterns can be discerned (see also figures
32, 33, 34). These are by no means unique to these neighborhoods, or to contemporary
"sustainable" neighborhoods. Indeed, some of the characteristics described below can
often be found in historic city centers or developments a few decades old. In Hammarby
Sj6stad, reviving the qualities of the 19* century inner city was actually a conscious design
direction. Street widths, building heights, and the use of perimeter blocks reflect elements
of the historic center (Vestbro 2007). This section thus serves as an exploration of how
sustainable urbanism can be associated with good architecture and urban design.
High density, medium-rise. The residential densities of the neighborhoods range from
90 to 150 residents to the hectare, which is 10 to 20 times more than the typical suburban
density. These densities are high enough to support a variety of uses and public transit, as
well as centralized infrastructural systems such as district heating. Yet typical structures do
not exceed seven stories in any district, and in Vauban and Rieselfeld there are quite a few
two-story buildings as well, giving the districts a pleasant scale (figures 35, 36, 37). Also,
although most buildings are attached there are frequent openings in the continuous
blocks and long-distance views.
Figure 31 Density and building heights in the three neighborhoods. Sources: Google Earth, www.greencities-asia.com,
www.geo.fr, commons.wikimed ia.org, author's collage.
Axial centrality. In all three neighborhoods the main structural backbone is a central
avenue that carries the light rail, but also community uses and most of the commercial
activity: Hammarby Alle in HS, Vaubanallee in Quariter Vauban, and Rieselfeldallee in
Riselfeld. The main streets are the local meeting and "urban" spaces, walkable from
anywhere in the neighborhoods, whereas the more intimate residential uses are reserved
to the blocks further from the main streets. The association of centrality with mobility
conveys the values of sustainable urbanism; the central axes become the symbols of the
new communities and their public image.
Co-existence of the natural and the artificial. The neighborhoods have required different
degrees of human intervention to receive their final forms. But in all three cases the
design encourages greenery and water to juxtapose with polished structures. For instance,
designed public furniture and hi-tech materials may be found side by side with freely
growing grass and native plants (figure 38). This co-existence helps residents to appreciate
natural elements in their state, and not as something that needs to be tamed.
Public green spaces, private courtyards. An urban design technique present in all three
districts is the play of separation and convergence of the private and the public realm. The
designers of the neighborhoods bore in mind the experiences of the planned
developments of the 1950s and 60s, which despite being based on (similar) principles of
access to green open space, playgrounds, light and air, often resulted in lifeless and
eventually segregated communities. Both Freiburg and Stockholm had experience with
such urban design models and realized that one of the reasons they were unpopular was
the extreme separation of the private and public realm, home and open space. At the
same time, people prefer living in suburbs because of the possibility for private green
space. Thus in the three neighborhoods there is extensive use of semi-private courtyards,
enclosed by perimeter blocks in HS and Rieselfeld (figure 40) and in the form of yards
along the of U-blocks in Vauban, to complement the public green spaces. The latter define
the configuration of the neighborhoods as green "wedges" or "corridors" (figure 39). These
design choices encourage the residents to take ownership of the green spaces.
Consistent whole, individual buildings. In all case studies there was a coherent vision for
the whole but the cities collaborated with different developers for the each building or
group of buildings and mix different types of housing. This has resulted to a diverse
architectural outlook that contributes to the vibrancy and complexity of the
neighborhoods. Although this design choice may not be directly related to the
environmental sustainability cause, it does suggest that consistency does not necessarily
suggest homogeneity. The structure of the places allows residents to express their
individuality at the same time while fostering community relations.
Ultimately, the rationale endorsed in the three neighborhoods is that of a "natural
urbanity", an urban design paradigm that combines the density necessary for services,
technological solutions, and community life, with the natural elements that sustain
reflection, health and the appreciation of nature.The embedded efficiency of compactness
may be obvious, as are its implications for sustainability in general. One could argue that
urban form itself and the obvious environmental features (rainwater gutters, passive
house elements, waste management system...) can inspire the willingness to live
sustainably. But there is something more important: the design features of these
neighborhoods provide an alternative to the suburban ideal, because they are
comparable to those features of suburban living that make it attractive, while at the same
entailing opportunities that are missing from suburban places: vibrancy, community,
proximity. This is a valuable argument against the decentrists objection to the compact
city on the grounds that it does not offer the quality of life that most people desire
(Breheny 1996). In fact, these neighborhoods are particularly popular, indeed more than
expected, among middle-class families with young children - precisely the population
group that is otherwise more likely to opt for suburban, resource-consuming lifestyles.
Figure 32 Masterplan of HammarbySjostad. Source: author's own diagram.
Figure 33 Masterplan of Quartier Vauban. Source: author's own diagram.
Figure 34 Masterplan of Rieselfeld. Source: author's own d iag ram.
Figure 35 Pedestrian Promenade and five-story apartment buildings along Sickla Kanal in Hammarby Sjdstad.
Source: author's image.
Figure 36 Typical mid-rise structures in Vauban. Source: author's image.
Figure37Medium-riseapartmentbuildings in Rieselfeld. Source: www.catherinelejeune.de/blog
Figure 38 Buildings and plants in a back alley in Vauban. Source: www.foru m-auto.com
Figure 39 Pedestrian walkway in Sickla Kaj, H ammarby Sjostad. Sou rce: author's image.
Figure 40 Winter's view of an interior courtyard in Rieselfeld. Sou rce: author's image.
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' case studies: implementation of the vision
Hammarby Sjostad, Quartier Vauban, and Rieselfeld, exemplify the opportunity to plan
new neighborhoods on environmental sustainability principles. As outlined in the
previous chapter, each project demonstrated particular strengths and weaknesses, but in
all three cases, the cities were able to carry through a remarkably comprehensive vision of
sustainable urbanism. In order to determine the mechanisms used by the city
administrations and their collaborators for doing so, I examined several official policy
documents in the two contexts (Stockholm and Freiburg) and evaluated the responses in
approximately ten interviews taken from city officials and other participants in the
projects. I identified four general strategies:
(i) responsibility for planning held by local officials
(ii) use of legally binding land use and design policy instruments
(iii) build-up of technical capacity in the public and private sector
(iv) user-driven adaptation and policy learning
These mechanisms represent my own interpretation of the planning process carried
out in the three neighborhoods to generate the desirable results.
Municipal planning responsibility
The first important common development strategy of the three neighborhoods is that the
responsibility for their realization largely rested within the cities themselves. Major
political decisions were taken by the city councils, and planners from the city
administrations determined the land use and design choices, prioritized social and
environmental needs, selected development partners, coordinated the other actors, and
resolved issues that emerged during implementation. By following an integrated
approach to planning, the city governments were able to implement the developments
without compromising the main sustainability principles of the masterplans.
Direct control of the development process
Both in Sweden and Germany, the cities are accustomed to lead development processes.
This authority is granted to them in the respective national planning legislations that
assign the municipalities the primary role in city planning. In Sweden, the 1987 Planning
and Building Act that is still in force today describes the municipalities as having a
"planning monopoly". The municipalities control physical development by way of general
regulations but also largely by way of plans created for specific areas. The planning
process is strongly sequential: plans are drawn according to a program prepared
beforehand, then made open to public participation, adjusted, adopted, and implemented
(Newman and Thornley 1996). In Germany, the 1997 Federal Building code (BauGB) also
gives most of the responsibility for creating and implementing plans for sustainable
development to the municipalities, and encourages them to enter directly into urban
development activity.15
In practice, for the three case studies, the municipalities guided the development
process in this way: first the city council approves a masterplan that includes land uses, lot
subdivisions, provisional allotment of housing types and public amenities. Then the city
invites interest from developers and, in the case of Freiburg, building cooperatives
("baugruppen") to purchase lots in the new area. 6 The preliminary land designation is
guided by principles such as fair division between tenure forms and different types of
developers (Engberg and Svane 2007). A negotiation period results in an agreement
between the developer or building group and a city representative on price, housing type
(rental or ownership), building height, FAR, design elements and energy issues. In the
process the development plan is finalized but generally it follows the initial design
principles. The city releases the lots in phases, and uses the proceeds from their sales to
fund the infrastructure and amenities for the next phase. The public spaces, streets, and
green infrastructure, are designed and planned by the city's departments, who are thus
able to ensure that they keep up to their quality standards for the whole neighborhood.
15 For the entire German Federal Building Code in english, see: http://www.iuscomp.org/gla/statutes/BauGB.htm
16 In the case of Stockholm, lots are either sold to be made into condominiums, or leased for 60 years with a fixed
fee for 10 years , to be made into rental apartments (Skillbsck 2010).
The key in this process is that because every lot (or maximum of a few blocks in
Hammarby Sj6stad) is sold to a different investor, no one developer can substantially
influence the implementation process. Also, the city can withhold, speed up or modify it
depending on progress and demand. Thus with tight control of the process, the cities
were able to keep consistent with the urban design concept, impose their terms to the
developers, and coordinate development with the provision of public transit and other
infrastructure. As Klaus Siegl, head of the project group for Rieselfeld, notes, "the city
organized everything perfectly before the investors were invited" (Siegl 2010).
Resource commitment
Even though there was a local government-led, comprehensive control of the
development process from start to finish, the process was still a difficult one with many
challenges. With the development of the specific districts, the city governments hoped to
concurrently fulfill social, economic, and environmental needs such as supplying
affordable housing and jobs, reinforcing the local property tax base, promoting the city
image, providing vibrant living environments, containing city growth, and conforming to
their local Agendas 21 (Heimler 2010, Siegl 2010). In order to effectively pursue such a
broad range of objectives, the cities committed large numbers of human and financial
resources to the projects. As Martin Skillbsck, project manager in the Development Office
of the City of Stockholm, points out, in the first decade of development in Hammarby
Sj6stad thirty to forty employees were working exclusively on the project. This staff came
from the Offices of City Planning and Development, which are the ones primarily in charge
of urban development, and to a lesser extent the Offices of Environment and Traffic
(Skillback 201 0). 7 Similarly, the City Planning and Building Office of Freiburg committed a
17 The city of Stockholm has a large organization with 14 administrations representing the city districts and
another 14 expert offices organized by activity, operating for the entire city: City Planning, Development, Real
Estate, Sport Management, Cultural Services, Environment, Service Management, Social services, Traffic,
Education, Elderly, Cemeteries, Legal Services and Election Committee. The City Planning Office is the largest city
administration with 300 employees responsible for overall planning for housing, employment, environment and
traffic. It composes comprehensive and detailed plans, formulates building legislation, grants construction
permits, produces maps, and oversees the suitability of housing for the disadvantaged and the disabled. The
Development Office has 145 employees and is responsible for managing, developing, and commercializing
municipal land. It designates land to developers, prepares development contracts, and carries out the projects'
large number of staff with different areas of expertise to the design, implementation, and
promotion of the neighborhoods.18
Moreover, the cities funded the projects heavily. Funding originated from the cities'
own budgets, generally by setting aside an amount that was refinanced through the sales
of the lots. The city of Freiburg, with some small support from the Redevelopment Fund of
the State of Baden-Wurttemberg, invested E 94 million in Vauban, whereas the total
volume of estimated investments in the neighborhood exceeds E 500 million (Forum-
Vauban). For Rieselfeld, the city invested 155 E million. The clean-up of the sites and
construction of public facilities such as schools was also partially financed by the State of
Baden-Wurttemberg. However, because the projects were dependent on financial success,
the city created a separate trust and hired LBBW Immobilien Kommunalentwicklung
GmbH, a real estate service provider based in Stuttgart, to handle marketing and public
relations (Stadt Freiburg 2008, Siegl 2007).
Interdepartmental coordination
The development of an entire new neighborhood requires contributions from an array of
different areas of expertise, including architecture, urban design, engineering, surveying,
project management, landscape design, transportation planning, and economics. These
areas correlate with different departments in city administrations that may not always be
accustomed to working together. The planning departments in the two cities resolved this
issue by assigning senior staff to promote interdepartmental collaboration, by
compartmentalizing the activities when possible and by devoting staff from each involved
department to work exclusively on the project.
Besides departmental coordination within the cities' planning services, interregional
and interagency coordination was also necessary. For example, Hammarby Sj6stad
implementation, finance and monitoring (Stockholms Stad).
18 Freiburg's City Panning Office is among the city's largest offices: it oversees urban development, zoning, urban
design, green space planning, legal proceedings and development contracts (Freiburg Im Breisgau).
belongs to the municipality of Stockholm but it borders the municipality of Nacka,
separated by a major highway - S6dra L~nken (the Southern Link). Thus the masterplan
for HS was developed in co-operation with the municipality of Nacka, the County Council,
and the National Road Authority. The city planning administration's early collaboration
with SL (Stockholm's public transport authority) resulted in the implementation of the
light rail ahead of schedule - a first in Stockholm's recent history (Karsson 2010). Also, the
cities' administrations had to elicit support from the utility companies management to
implement innovative energy supply and water management schemes. Stellan Fryxell,
principal at Tengbom Architects and member of the HS Project team from 1997 to 2005,
affirms that large-scale solutions allowed by such collaboration. are far more efficient than
piecemeal building solutions.
One of the main advantages of integrated planning responsibility is that the cities
are able to place the development of new areas in the context of their broader strategies
for transportation, land use, and environmental policy. For example, Stockholm's
Comprehensive City Plan 1999 was being developed in parallel with the planning of
Hammarby Sj6stad, to serve as a guide for future development that would respond to
housing demands while incorporating the imperatives of Agenda 21 on sustainable
development (Stockholm City 1999). The plan designated twelve "strategic development
areas" close to the inner city, the first of which is Hammarby Sjostad (figure 41). In turn, the
experience learned from planning HS guided the city's decisions for the development of
new areas, notably the new district Norra DjurgArdsstaden (North Royal Port) that is
currently being constructed according to stricter environmental standards than HS
(Heimler 2010). Likewise, the city of Freiburg considers the development of Rieselfeld and
Vauban as one of the strategies to realize its 1996 climate protection concept, according to
which C02 emissions should be reduced by 25% by 2010 (K6hler, undated). Freiburg is also
especially notable for its coordination of transit and land use, exemplified by the fact that
in Rieselfeld, the new tramline was implemented in the project's earliest stages of
development. Both neighborhoods typify the city's integrated and comprehensive
approach to transportation that includes the tram system and extensive infrastructure for
pedestrians and bikes (Beatley 2000a). The new neighborhoods also appear as strategic
settlement areas in the city's Land Use Plan 2020 (Fldchenungsplan) that highlights the need
to focus on "land-efficient urban settlement development" (FNP 2020, 2002).
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Figure 41 Stockholm's strategic development areas. Source: Stockholm City.
Centralized project organization
An effective strategy used in all cases for coordinating the development activities was the
creation of project teams. The teams brought together people from different departments
and functioned as the central control entities throughout the planning and
implementation process. The Project Team for Hammarby Sj6stad was created in January
1997 to bear responsibility over the masterplan, the compilation of detailed plans for each
phase of development and the environmental management of the project. The team had
independence to handle financial issues and making planning decision and consisted of a
head, a secretary, and seven representatives from the City's Office of City Planning, Office
of Roads and Real Estate, and Office of Environment, as well as the municipal companies
for energy, water and waste (Svane 2007). The inclusion of representatives from the
utilities in the Project Team was crucial for the development of the Hammarby model, one
of the most successful elements of HS.
Rieselfeld was the first project in Freiburg to have its own Project Group that is part
of the city administration but operates outside the regular administrative hierarchy (Siegl
2009). The group was responsible for masterplanning, coordination, and marketing of the
project. Until recently, when it was dissolved, it was headed by two key persons: Klaus
Siegl, planner at the City of Freiburg, and a representative of KE LBBW Immobilien. The
team included specialists from the city departments of Planning and Real Estate and
Housing.
In the case of Quartier Vauban, the presence of Forum Vauban created the need for a
more complicated project structure (figure 42). The Forum, which was put together in 1994
as an independent NGO, was recognized by the city as the body of the extended public
participation process in 1995. A special committee was formed with representatives from
the City Council, the planning administration, Forum Vauban and some other consultative
members, that functioned as "the main platform for information exchange, discussion and
decision preparation" (Forum-Vauban). The Project Group was then responsible for
implementing the decisions of the committee, as well as for the project's budget. It
comprised of five to seven employees from the city's Planning and Building Office, and
worked closely with the city's trustees, KE LBBW Immobilien.
Sustainable Urban District Freiburg - Vauban: Project Structure & Main Actors
Figure 42 Structure of the Project for Quartier Vauban. Source: www.foru m-vau ban.de
Binding land use and design policy instruments
In the context of their centralized responsibility, the cities were able to provide specific
spatial and regulatory frameworks within which the other parties operated. The cities were
most effective in the pursuit of environmental goals when city planners demanded that
developers abide by the law. This is particularly important for building features, where
success is dependent on the practices of the private development company or
construction group. The planning administrations imposed conditions on design, use of
materials, energy performance, and use of resources for the particular districts through the
development plans themselves and the contracts used for the sale of the lots.
Additionally, they operated under national and local regulations that ensure the
fulfillment of further environmental conditions.
Regulations
The national and local building regulations are the first framework of reference by which
development in the new neighborhoods must abide. In Germany and Sweden, national
regulations have been updated to include specifications for energy aspects such as
minimum insulation levels, window sealing, and ventilation.
Quartier Vauban and Rieselfeld were subject to the local (Freiburg) land use
regulation. In order for a company or individual to get a permit for erecting a building in
Freiburg, it has to finance studies and go through controls by the city's architects and
engineers (Baulandpolitische Freiburg 2009). The most important city rules regarding
environmental standards for new construction are the standards for building energy
consumption. The local law states that energy concepts and environmentally friendly
energy supply solutions must be considered already during the preliminary drafts of
building plans, and that the most environmentally friendly energy variant is to be
implemented provided this is economically equivalent or insignificantly more expensive
than a defined baseline variant. Housing and office buildings must be built at least
according to the standards of the Freiburg Low-Energy Building Design 200519. The stricter
Freiburg Standard NEH 2009 20 applies for residential lots purchased from the city and new
developments of the Freiburg Planning Department, and the even stricter Freiburg
Passive-House Standard21 will be valid from January 1W, 2011. Furthermore, the city's
guidelines emphasize that green roofs improve town climate and retention of rain, and
thus require greening flat roofs and roofs with a low angle (up to 25') with a full plant
cover, and building them in such a way as to make them suitable for PV or solar-thermal
panels (Baulandpolitische Freiburg 2009). The city also has rules for protection of natural
features such as streams, and has the right to request additional plans in order to fulfill
aesthetic qualities in new developments.
In Stockholm, the Program for Ecological Construction, a checklist with compulsory
requirements and recommendations, was established in 1995 as part of "Stockholm
Environment Program 2000". In Hammarby Sj6stad, since the neighborhood's own
Environmental Program was not mandatory, this Program was referred to as the base
minimum level for all goals.
Development plans
In order to understand how plans determined the way development occurred in the case
studies, it is necessary to provide some more background on the planning system of
Germany and Sweden. In German planning practice, there are two types of land-use plan:
the Fldchenungsplan (FNP) is a preparatory land-use plan for the entire municipal territory
that is binding on public authorities but not private landowners. The second type of plan,
called Bebbauungsplan (BBP), is binding for all and includes more details and an
environmental assessment (Newman and Thornley 1996). The FNP shows areas designated
for development, facilities and infrastructure, community facilities and public amenities,
transport routes, spaces for public utility use, green spaces, water bodies, agricultural land
19 Freiburger Niedrigenergiebauweise (N H E) 2005, 65kWh/m 2a for heating.
20 55kWh/m 2a.
21 15kWh/m 2a.
and woodland. This is, for instance, Freiburg's Land Use Plan 2020, mentioned earlier. On
the other hand, the BBP is prepared on the basis of the FNP and contains legally binding
designations for urban development (Federal Building Code 1997). Municipalities may
employ a project-based BBP, which is basically a development plan like the one employed
by the city of Freiburg for Rieselfeld and Quartier Vauban (appendix 5). Although the plan
is legally binding, it can be amended during the implementation process; for example,
there were five amendments to the initial plan for Vauban (Stadt Freiburg 2008). The plans
were amended to incorporate changes that emerged through meetings with members of
the Forum Vauban and future residents of the area. This process shows that despite the
legally binding character of the documents involved in the process, there was still room
for user-driven adaptation, as will be analyzed later in this chapter.
In Sweden, the 1987 Planning and Building Act requires municipalities to make a
comprehensive or "structure" plan (Oversiktsplan) for their whole area showing the desired
land uses. This is, for instance, the role of Stockholm's Comprehensive Plan 1999. However
this plan is not legally binding and allows flexibility. The most important planning
instrument is the "detailed" plan (detaljplan) that is prepared when development is
expected, in collaboration with the developer(s). It specifies at a minimum such things as
land uses, public spaces, building lots and an implementation period, but can also cover
design, construction materials, lot sizes, floor areas, landscaping, parking, conservation etc.
(Kalbro and Mattson 1995). In practice, negotiations with developers take place before the
detailed plans are finalized; nevertheless, they largely reflect the municipality's priorities
and are unalterable once adopted. For Hammarby Sj6stad, there is a detailed plan for each
phase of development (appendix 2).
In the case studies the existence of legally binding development plans anticipated
precisely the form of the neighborhoods. Regardless of the technological solutions
applied, already the configuration of a neighborhood embodied in a development plan
contains many substantial features of sustainability. Compactness, access to green spaces,
sufficient light and ventilation, rights of way to public transit, bikeways and pathways, etc.
were all predetermined and could not be violated upon implementation.
Development contracts
The provisions of a development plan are substantiated and supplemented in the
development contracts signed between constructors and city representatives. In HS,
development contracts were used to negotiate agreements with developers before the
detailed plan was published. An example of a development contract from one of
Hammarby Sjostad latest phases, Henriksdalhamnen, contains such information as the
limits of the property, breakdown of responsibilities between the city and the company
about excavations and land pollution control, coordination and timing, construction
works, the provision of underground parking, and the obligation to connect to the waste
management system. In the lengthy section on environmental issues, the contract
specifies issues such as on-site infiltration, green spaces, and the requirement for faeade
materials that do not pollute stormwater, the commitment to set up a quality control
program for design, and the right of the city to obtain energy consumption statistics. The
maximum energy consumption is set to 110 kWh/m 2/yr according to the standards of
residential authorities, with reference to the Environmental program's stricter 100
kWh/m 2/yr as an objective that developers should strive for.
The issue of energy requirements in HS has been a contentious one. A recent policy
analysis (Engberg and Svane 2007) revealed that in the first phase (Sickla Udde) the
development contracts contained conflicts between adherence to the Environmental
Program for HS and the established Program for Ecological Construction. Builders were
particularly conservative towards bold standards in the beginning of the development
and the city administration was reluctant to impose them. This reluctance is obvious even
in the most recent contract; it is mentioned that the development "should" be a role
model in terms of energy and the city "hopes" that the developer implements creative
measures (Overenskommelse om exploatering, sample 2008). But despite this reservations,
the development contracts do give the city authorities the power to be strict should it
want to. Louise Heimler, architect at the city's planning administration, admits that the city
could have been more progressive and enforcing about environmental requirements for
buildings (Heimler 2010).
For Freiburg's developments, agreements between developers or co-building groups
and the city were also important policy instruments. Among others, they specified
maximum energy consumption and the obligation to connect to the district heating
network. Building planning processes only start when contracts have been signed and
developers have bindingly consented to carry the costs for studies and professional
opinions that are as a matter of principle undertaken by staff at the city of Freiburg
(Baulandpolitische Freiburg 2009). By granting the city the task of controlling building
performance, the development contracts used in Vauban and Rieselfeld provide certainty
about the benefits of technological solutions.
Capacity-building
Command-and-control regulation may appear to some burdensome and inflexible, but it
guarantees compliance with quality levels that might otherwise be circumvented for
reasons of financial and time cost, or because they are simply not of interest to the private
developer. Yet regulation alone is unsustainable if it is not supported by a continuous
learning process that improves and supplements existing as more information about the
environmental performance of urban environments and research about new approaches
and technologies becomes available. In the city administrations of the two cities, officials
were aware of the fact that they were embarking on experimental planning, and of the
need therefore to engage more resources in capacity-building. However, city officials
alone cannot possibly possess or have access to all the necessary knowledge. Thus it
proved important, as will be obvious especially in the case of Vauban, to assign part of the
capacity-building role to knowledgeable individuals or organizations.
Support for innovation
The implementation of several sustainability measures involves new or evolving, often
expensive technology; others require innovative thinking or willingness to experiment. An
important way to foster such measures in financial support, geared both towards the
public and the private sector.
In order to stimulate the use of advanced technological solutions, the cities offered
special funding for innovation or encouraged taking advantage of other subsidy sources
or funding programs. For example, in Freiburg the regional power supply company
Badenova (jointly owned by a number of regional municipalities) offers a solar investment
subsidy for the installation of both solar thermal PV panels; together with state subsidies,
this reduces the amortization time for PVs to 10 years. Furthermore, thanks to the German
federal government's 2001 Renewable Energy Law that requires electric companies to buy
renewable energy from any provider, the plus-energy houses in Vauban enjoy a feed-in
tariff of 50cents/kWh guaranteed for 20 years, more than double the cost of electricity
(23cents/kWh).
For Hammarby Sjostad, the City's political administration committed 200 million
Swedish Crowns ($28million) to fund the environmental measures, which was used in the
integrated technical supply systems of the Hammarby Model (Svane 2007). Also, in 1998,
the Swedish national government initiated the Local Investment Program (LIP), which
lasted until 2002 and whose goal was to spur investments in innovative environmental
tech no I og y a n d thu s "stimulate the modernization of buildings, infrastructure and energy systems
at the local level, while at the same time providing jobs." (Baker 2002:109, quoted in Bylund).
Stockholm was granted 635 million SEK, of which Hammarby Sjostad shared 400 million
with another two so-called Eco-cycling Districts: Ostberga, and Sksrholmen. In the
Stokholm Local Investment Program declaration, Hammarby Sjostad is conceived as a
giant test field for ecologically sustainable large-scale urban development, to be mimicked
by other projects in the future (Bylund 2003). LIP had the form of subsidies that covered
30% of the cost of the new technology, and was used for the Hammarby Model systems,
for the development of a computerized building performance tool (Environmental Load
Profile), and to fund the installation of photovoltaic panels in the first phases of
Hammarby Sjostad. In other phases of the project, the city offered grants to cover the
additional costs of innovative building technology in an effort to stimulate interest
among developers.
In parallel with direct funding and subsidies, the cities experimented with incentives
to encourage developers to go beyond the legal minimum. Freiburg allows developers to
build additional surface on the building lot if they voluntarily go beyond the insulation
standards set by the city, as in the case of passive houses (Baulandpolitische Freiburg
2009). Another example is a competition that Hammarby's project team organized during
the development of Sickla Udde about "Best new building" from an environmental point
of view. The winner gained visibility and the example influenced other developers (Svane
2007). Financial incentives were also used to make progressive lifestyle options more
attractive: in Vauban, the car sharing association has negotiated a package deal with the
regional transit operators and German Rail. For a small fee, members of the association
qualify for an annual public transit pass covering the entire Southern Black Forest region
and a free BahnCard (German Rail card valid for a year) (Scheurer 2000).
Building technical capacity
Although the existence of funding and other incentives is important, it is not enough to
create an innovation-conducive climate among public and private entities. A theme that
emerged repeatedly during the interviews was the aversion, either from the builders, the
planners, or the engineers, to experiment with solutions that they were not accustomed
to. For example, J6rg Lange from Forum Vauban points out the initial reluctance of the
municipal electricity company (Badenova) to adopt a cogeneration plant. He also criticizes
the city's planners for not supporting an initiative for on-site sewage treatment and
suggestions about automatic parking garages that would save energy, because "they had
no experiences and it was too innovative" (Lange 2010). Tobias Bube, representative of
Rolf Disch Architects, complains that initially there was no support for the plus energy
project because the city representatives thought that it was "too risky". He also points out
that it is difficult to collaborate with building companies because they are reluctant to
adopt new building concepts. Regarding the private sector, Marlena Karsson from
GlashusEtt reminds that the developers in HS protested about the high energy standards
(Karsson 2010), and Martin Skillback laments the indifference of the developers in
Henriksdalhamnen to make use of the city's grants for creative solutions (Skillbsck 2010).
Some analysis of the LIP fund has shown that the fund was not used to its full potential in
individual buildings in HS, because of the builders' conservatism and the lack of
information (Bylund 2003).
Cities tried to minimize the issues arising from lack of knowledge about technology
by investing incrementally on technological areas where they already held strong
positions. Thus, in Hammarby Sj6stad the most robust environmental technology was
used in the Hammarby Model, which tapped on existing technology for stormwater and
sewage treatment, waste management, energy and heating. In Stockholm, advanced
technical solutions in these areas have been developed since the 1970s, which has
resulted in an extensive district heating network and plants for water treatment, recycling
and waste incineration.22 Thus the officers of utility companies were the most progressive
22 Stockholm's contemporary district heating network, fuelled by wood pellets, waste water through heat pumps,
and waste incineration, typically through cogeneration plants, covers around 80% of the city's heating needs,
in promoting improvements and the adoption of non-conventional solutions. Freiburg,
on the other hand, has the leading position among German cities in solar energy use, an
evolution that dates back to 1986, when the municipal council adopted a future-oriented
energy policy with three pillars: energy conservation, new technologies such as combined
heat and power, and the use of renewable energy sources, notably solar (Solar Region).
Since then, Freiburg has attracted solar industry and research organizations, such as the
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, the Solar Training Centre, Solar Energy
Society (ISES) and numerous other solar institutions. A variety of projects have been
developed over the last two decades: solar PV (over 400 installations), solar thermal, solar
sunrooms, passive solar design, solar cooling, and transparent solar insulation (Solar
Region). Also, the city has invested in other renewables such as biomass and wind power.
Therefore, it followed naturally that innovation in Vauban and Rieselfeld would be
centered around energy and the use of solar techniques. Developers and architects had
access to many resources and research by local institutions. For example, Rolf Disch, the
creator of the Solar Settlement in Vauban, is a solar pioneer and environmental activist
who has contributed greatly to the advancement and efficiency of solar architecture
internationally. Recently, Disch collaborated with other local organizations to launch
"100% GmbH", an organization that aims to make Freiburg the first 100% sustainable
renewable energy region in the world.
The actors involved in the development of the three neighborhoods also sought to
cultivate partnerships with universities, research centers and institutions, which helped
inform the technological choices, build confidence in the project missions and
disseminate the results. Forum Vauban initiated many such collaborations, for example
with ICLEI (International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives), the German
Environment Foundation (DBU), and the EU program LIFE, that funded many of the NGO's
while electricity is provided largely by hydropower (80%) and nuclear power (20%).
23 From Solar Region (http://www.solarregion.freiburg.de/solarregion/freiburg-solarscity.php): "Solar PV and other
renewables still only provide 2% of the power that Freiburg needs. The city generates 50% of its electricity from
natural gas CHP plants, and the rest is imported, including 30% from nuclear. Freiburg's goal is to decrease
nuclear's influence, and increase the energy from renewables to 10% by 2010. This can not be achieved by PV, so
the city is looking at obtaining more energy from biomass from Black Forest wood ch ips, and from wind power."
24 For more about 100% GmbH, which was launched in June 2009, see http://www.100prozentgmbh.de/ (in
publications. An example of the fruits of this collaboration is the project "Scientific
support for citizen participation", where experts developed a set of suggestions for traffic,
building, energy, nature in the city, sanitation and public space (Forum-Vauban). Also, the
Institute for applied ecology (Oko Institut) examined Quartier Vauban as part of the
research project "Sustainable Districts in urban conversion areas" according to a life cycle
and material flow analysis that drew attention to the area's approach to urban design.
Likewise, Rieselfeld participated as a pilot district in the research project "Pollution
Minimization in Urban Planning" that proved theoretically that higher building density,
local co-generation, energy saving measures and improved public transit can reduce C02
emissions almost by 50%.25 Hammarby Sjostad has also been the subject of various
studies, for example the research project "Environmental Management in Large-scale
Construction Projects - learning from Hammarby Sjostad" in Stockholm's Royal Institute of
Technlogy (KTH).26
On more practical grounds, during implementation planners had to deal with the
lack of knowledge among developers, engineers, and design professionals. One technique
used to advance understanding of technical issues and performance was the
development of control processes and evaluation tools. In Hammarby Sj6stad, the project
team commissioned the development of a computerized Life Cycle Assessment tool, the
"Environmental Load Profile". The tool served used to evaluate the environmental
performance of new buildings and was used for the "Best New Building" competition
(Svane 2007). In the early development of Rieselfeld, because there was no experience in
low energy building, the city set up a control mechanism with groups of engineering
checking both at the design phase and after the building was constructed. A person from
the project group was in continuous collaboration with the office for Building
Consultancy that issues the building permits. Klaus Siegl, head of the Rieselfeld group,
takes pride in how well the process was thought-out; the team used the motto
german).
25 The project run from 1995 to 1998 and was funded by the Federal Research Center for Building and Regional
Planning. The Oko Institut research was funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research and was
published in 2001. For more information, see http://www.oeko.de/service/cities (in german).
26 The project lasted from 1999 to 2008 and was funded by the City of Stockholm and FORMAS (the Swedish
"communication, no penalization" (Siegl 2010). The importance of setting control
operations or standardized evaluation methods is highlighted by Marlena Karsson, who
indicates that the lack of control mechanisms in HS has repeatedly resulted in
miscalculations about building performance (Karsson 2010). In any case, all interviewees
point out that after setting solid precedents, investors became much more attuned to the
idea of environmentally friendly building, and, helped by of the high prices of energy,
greener buildings are becoming highly marketable (Siegl 2010, Heimler 2010).
The cities also devised more "soft" strategies for instilling technical knowledge.
During the first years of HS, for example, the Project Team strived for awareness of the
environmental objectives through information campaigns, the organization of seminars
for architects, and the preparation of an Environmental Design Guide (Svane 2007).
Planners worked in close collaboration with developers and architects for the final
designs. Over the last few years the city of Stockholm has initiated a number of technical
assistance programs and manuals, from the city's Program for ecological Construction to
the recent Program for Green Building (Program f6r Milj6anpassat byggande, 2007).
Developers of HS are encouraged to take note of these programs and consult a number of
manuals on energy conservation, environmental requirements for construction, moisture
protection, etc (Overenskommelse om exploatering, sample 2008). The city of Freiburg has
also created guidelines for green building along with its low-energy standard. But the
most important efforts in this respect were done by Forum Vauban; the non-profit
published a number of brochures and manuals, for example about wood construction,
building energy concepts, and avoiding waste during construction. Also, in collaboration
with the city, between 1996 and 2000 the Forum organized excursions and workshops for
future home-owners, architects, craftsmen, builders and financial institutes, with topics like
ecological construction, greening roofs and facades, ecological design of green spaces,
and more; supported co-building groups on technical, financial, and legal aspects; and
launched the international conference "Urban Visions" together with ICLEI (Forum-
Vauban). According to Andreas Delleske, the Forum simultaneously served a social and an
environmental role: it informed people who normally would not afford homeownership
Research Council for Environ ment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Plan ning).
about building in "baugruppen" and about the fact that ecological measures are not just
economically feasible but actually less expensive on the long run (Delleske 2010).
Raising awareness
Another important part of achieving sustainable results in the neighborhoods was
to raise awareness not only about the technological aspects of ecology but also its
lifestyle implications, and show how these can be attractive. If residents become attuned
to their neighborhood's characteristics and participate in forming its social infrastructure,
this contributes to its long-term sustainability. Thus, a number of information campaigns
in the neighborhoods were not targeted towards development professionals but towards
the residents. For example, Forum Vauban organized biking tours and information fairs,
and published a bi-monthly magazine, "Vauban actuel". To today, although Forum
Vauban does not exist anymore, there are several resident working groups about various
issues of the neighborhood. Vauban's community center functions as a focal point with
meeting rooms, a restaurant and face, a kindergarten etc. Rieselfeld has also been
outstanding in the building of community relations in the new district as early as possible.
The KIOSK association, largely staffed with resident volunteers, runs the community center
of the neighborhood that is located in "Glashaus" (glass house), a multi-purpose building
in the central square, which includes large meeting space, group meetings rooms, a youth
media resource center, a cafe and a branch of the municipal library.27 More than a hundred
volunteers currently support a variety of community programs, including sports,
gardening, traffic, tree planting, awareness about recycling, and a local farmers' market. As
members of the Rieselfeld Citizen Association point out, 'The city encourages the
existence of associations like ours... In Rieselfeld we feel safe, and we know each other"
27 Since 1996, the city of Freiburg in collaboration with the "Contact Point for Practice-Oriented Research" at the
Protestant University of Freiburg (Evangelische Fachhochschule Freiburg) established K.I.O.S.K. (Contact,
information, Organization, Self-help, Culture) as an association that inaugurated various programs for the new
residents, ranging from basic help as they moved in the neighborhood to interest groups to job creation schemes,
and promoted their involvement in the planning and construction of the district. The city hired a team of social
workers to coordinate KIOSK's programs, and the project was so successful that it was extended beyond the 2-year
initial agreement period. The program officially ended in 2002, but KIOSK continues to be the association that runs
the community center.
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(Roessler et al. 201 0).28 In Hammarby Sjdstad, GlashusEtt was created as an environmental
information center for the first years of the new neighborhood in order to spur
environmental awareness among the new residents. The building itself has innovative
features, such as double-glazed facades and a fuel cell (figure 43). But contrary to Vauban
and Rieselfeld where residents are actively supporting the build-up of sustainable
lifestyles, in Hammarby Sj6stad most residents display relative lack of motivation. There
have only been a few initiatives to instill interest about environmental habits, like, for
example, a competition for the selection of a car-sharing company designed around
residents' needs and preferences (Svane 2007). Louise Heimler, architect at the City's
Planning Administration, concedes that "lifestyles in HS are not as progressive as the city
had hoped. When people move in the neighborhood, they take their info package from
GlashusEtt and then they live their lives as they did before." (Heimler 2010).
Figure 43 View of GlashuEtt. Source: www.cabe.org.u k
28 The Rieselfeld Citizen association eV (BiV) was founded in 1999 and currently has 160 members. It deals with
issues of traffic, children, gardening, and the organization of the local farmers' market. There are 17 citizen
associations like that in Freiburg.
Learning and adaptation
As the sustainability impetus has only recently entered the planning agenda, cities all over
the world lack experience not only in what features to pursue, but how to do it based on
their local conditions, strengths and weaknesses. The three neighborhoods are among the
first fruits of this wave in the early and mid-nineties. When attempting to implement a
type of urbanism for which no precedent exists, learning is important not only for
technology, design and life choices, but for planning itself. To be sure, cities were
restricted in their possibility to be flexible by time and money constraints, as well as legal
requirements and established procedures. But despite the stringency of rules, a certain
degree of flexibility was either built in the planning process or had to be invented in
order to move beyond "easy" solutions.
Alliance-building and focused stakeholder participation
Rather than attempting to build consensus among all stakeholders, the cities selectively
included stakeholders that could contribute to building understanding and long-term
capacity. The absence of channels for certain interest groups such as the business
community and property owners to advocate for their requests and thereby delaying
implementation gave the cities considerable leeway to pursue their goals unobstructed.
Yet when the cities included pro-environmental voices in the implementation process, the
results were more innovative despite delays, and the residents felt more keen on pursuing
environmentally friendly practices in their neighborhoods.
The cities were in a favorable position in the first place because the new
developments did not replace established communities. The Vauban site was unoccupied
and the Rieselfeld one undeveloped, so the city of Freiburg did not need to run into the
complications of relocating site occupants. For the few occupants of Hammarby Sj6stad,
the city of Stockholm made extensive use of re-housing agreements and "demolition
contracts" that offered the companies new real estate once development had taken place.
Expropriation was imposed in a few cases but generally the city preferred to compensate
companies far above the market price to avoid losing time with appeals against
expropriation decisions (Vestbro 2004). In any case, since most of the area before
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development was informal industrial settlements, there was no need for a lengthy citizen
consultation process.
The issue of public participation arises more generally regarding centralized
planning and its impact on sustainable outcomes, and here the case studies differ from
each other. In Hammarby Sjostad, there was virtually no participation of the future
inhabitants in decision-making about the new district; besides, this is not a requirement
for new development in Swedish planning practice. In Freiburg though, the typical
procedure for city-led development of a new district involves a series of public hearings,
where the city first presents the problem (we have X hectares to develop, how should we
do it?) and, after the compilation of the masterplan, invites input about its particular
aspects (Delleske 2010). This is what happened for Rieselfeld: following a year-long
masterplanning phase, the project team initiated a participation process for 18 months;
after announcing the project, approximately 80 people were voluntarily engaged in
discussions about several issues. Yet the process was not intended to affect the
fundamental features of the masterplan, but rather to highlight issues of interest to the
future inhabitants, such as the number of schools and daycare centers, street safety,
community programs (Siegl 2010).
Forum Vauban initiated a much more far-reaching participation process that went
far beyond the legal requirements in the development of Quartier Vauban (Forum-
Vauban). According to Andreas Delleske, resident of Vauban and a member of the Forum,
the initiative was put together by citizens who were not satisfied by the degree and
quality of citizen engagement for Rieselfeld (Delleske 2010). It is important to note that the
organization was created by educated and progressively minded individuals who wanted
to see the development implemented "in a co-operative, participatory way which meets
ecological, social, economical and cultural requirements" (Forum-Vauban). The presence of
the Forum was catalytic for the building of social structures in the district, and the
promotion and support of co-building groups.9 But their initiatives were also important
29The co-building groups, or "baugruppen", are unique to Freiburg and the nearby town of Tubingen. Collective
construction circumvents the need to engage private investors and allows people of moderate incomes to achieve
homeownership. Building cooperatives can save up to 25% of the construction costs, not least because of the
support and tax reductions granted by the Federal Republic of Germany and the State of Baden-Wtrttemberg
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for the environmentally related outcomes: J6rg Lange, resident of Vauban and one of the
initiators of the Forum, points out that the parking-free traffic concept, the wood-chip
fuelled cogeneration plant, and the abundance of passive houses in Vauban are all due to
the Forum's pressure to the city administration to incorporate more innovative
environmental practices and the effort to inform as many people as possible about the
feasibility and the merits of these ideas (Lange 2010).
The Vauban story shows that the inclusion of environmentalist groups in the
implementation process can improve sustainable outcomes. The degree of innovation
achieved in Vauban is not present in the other cases, Rieselfeld and Hammarby Sj6stad. It
also shows that if the neighborhoods are to be both efficient and attractive, it is
important that they are shaped around resident preferences. Yet this finding does not
undermine the importance of the centralized role of the city administrations. In Vauban,
the dense urban design concept, low-energy standard, green spaces and transit access
were all among the city's priorities from the beginning. The municipality's desire to plan
for a neighborhood in a sustainable way and the consensus regarding this goal was a
prerequisite for a progressive citizen group like the Forum to raise further expectations.
The Forum did not have to fight against established interests and power imbalances, but
instead supplement and extend the city's priorities.
Policy learning and adaptive planning
Upon embarking on the projects, city officials were well aware of the need to base
their work on new research in order to pursue an agenda that they had never explicitly
pursued before. In Vauban, this was made into a slogan: "learning while planning". This
learning process did not only concern the planning officials, but the all stakeholders as
well as their relations. For example, in the beginning there was not much interest for
passive houses and the city planners did not show particular support for it. As the first
efforts proved successful, more building groups opted for passive house construction and
city planners prioritized the groups that displayed this will. Perhaps the most important
(Forum-Vauban).
adaptation in Vauban was its most important feature, the parking-free concept, whihch as
mentioned was introduced later in the process as Forum Vauban pressured for it and city
planners saw that there was enough interest in living in the area without a car. A planner
from Freiburg's city planning administration admits that planning for Vauban was more
timely and engaging than any other project they had worked on before. He adds that in
the beginning city planners were reluctant to change their established routines but
eventually it was well worth it to include Forum Vauban in decision-making (Anonymous
2010). Vauban is unique among the case studies because its implementation was the
result of a truly cooperative approach were much of the adaptation was induced from the
bottom. However in the other case studies there were also opportunities for adaptation. In
Rieselfeld, citizen input affected the design of public spaces, the number of schools, and
largely supplemented the program of the community center. This involvement does not
appear to have influenced the environmental outcomes. It has, however, resulted in a
powerful alliance between residents and planners in the city administrations, that is likely
to be positive in future collaborations.
In Hammarby Sj6stad, the Environmental Program clearly indicated that evolving
research will inform the successive phases of development, and that operational and
educational objectives should be reached in parallel. It also emphasizes cooperation and
active engagement of all actors, namely the city, landowners, developers, contractors,
administrators, and operators, along with the need to build consensus in early stages of
the planning process. According to the program, "the Project Manager is responsible for
translating knowledge into concrete actions" (Stockholms Stad 1997). Therefore the
responsibility for adapting decisions based on evolving conditions is placed squarely
within the Project Team. In this context, the fact that not all environmental measures for
buildings were mandatory that may at first seem like a drawback, presents the advantage
of a collaboration climate where everybody learned from the process. As a result,
voluntary improvement of environmental outcomes have occurred in the parts of HS that
are under construction - Henriksdalhamnen and Lugnet - where some constructors claim
to reach the 60 kWh/m 2a energy consumption objective (Skillbsck 2010).
Finally, adaptation was not always possible simply by deciding to change path. In
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Vauban, the diversion from planning norms sometimes meant that creative ways to by-
pass legal structures had to be devised. The most striking example is the car-free concept.
Car-free households had to be exempted from the legal requirement for a parking space
per residential unit. So they are organized in a special association that was obliged to buy
a site that can be used for the construction of a car park if the number of car-owning
households ever exceeds the capacity of the existing garages in the future (Scheurer 2000).
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C drawing lessons
The analysis of the implementation strategies that local governments and other actors
relied upon is helpful to consider the priorities that should be set forth in the quest for
sustainable urbanism, and therefore to draw analogies about how to overcome barriers
that prevent such practices to be widespread. In this chapter, I attempt to summarize the
findings and consider their relation with current trends in European planning practice.
Consequently, I speculate on which of the practices used in the three neighborhoods can
be easily transferred, and which ones would require modifications, or suggest alternative
paths to implementation in the context of the United States.
Synthesis of findings
Figure 44 attempts to summarize the possible relations between the planning and
implementation strategies identified in the previous chapter with the principles of
sustainable urbanism, as outlined in chapter 1 and described in the context of the three
neighborhoods in chapter 2. Of course, these strategies worked in the particular temporal,
spatial, political and cultural contexts, so I can only draw tentative conclusions about their
general importance for sustainable urban development.
The powerful authority of the municipal planning administrations appears
important for many reasons and was the case in all three neighborhoods. Local planners
have comprehensive knowledge of land resources and is therefore able to orient
development to areas close to the city core and anticipate it with the implementation of
public transit and other infrastructure. Also, the city planning administrations, although
influenced by the political climate, have relative autonomy in making decisions. In short
they can promote an integrated approach to urban sustainability. It should be noted here
that ownership of land and utility companies greatly facilitates this kind of control.
The use of legally binding tools may represent a rigid, top-down approach to
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planning, but seems particularly effective in defining minimal quantitative thresholds for
environmental goals like energy consumption. Also, binding instruments set the context
for the formal urban design choices in urban development, directly promoting the
implementation of the compact city ideal. Legally binding contracts were used in all three
cases, although in Hammarby Sjostad agreements were the result of previous
negotiations, and thus reflected a reached consensus rather than a requirement. This
appears to have weakened the results in terms of building resource consumption; on the
other hand, negotiations tightened the relations between public authorities and the
private sector and contributed to the consistency of outcomes.
Technical capacity-building is particularly important for the emerging principles of
sustainable urbanism that are concerned with devising design and engineering
techniques to curb resource consumption. In all three cases, capacity-building was an
important part of the process. In Rieselfeld though, there was less of an effort to achieve
broader technical know-how (besides the energy standard) and raise general awareness
than in the other neighborhoods, which may explain the difference in innovation seen
between them.
Finally, adaptive, flexible implementation invites stakeholders to strategically
influence the planning process while at the same time defining it, learning on the way,
and fostering place-making. Undoubtedly Quartier Vauban had the lead in this area,
which appears to have played a role in fostering innovation and engagement.
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Figure 44 Relating implementation strategies with sustainable outcomes
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A European approach?
The implementation mechanisms used by the local governments in the three case studies
demonstrate a mix of traditional and new planning strategies. Their approach is definitely
in line with the imperatives of the Green Paper, particularly concerning horizontal
coordination and the focus on urban design. It is also in line with the increasing focus on
local governance in the context of sustainable development (Gilbert 1996). Yet the
assessment of the planning process also demonstrates a lineage with the tradition of
welfare state. The development of the new neighborhood developments sought primarily
to provide housing, a traditional role of government in Sweden and Germany. The idea of
environmental sustainability also resonates an interest for the "public good", in the sense
that it is the common resources that need to be managed for everybody's welfare.
Clearly the European notion of the welfare state has undergone significant
transformations in recent decades, as outlined in chapter 1. The effects of globalization
and liberalization are becoming more manifest in European city-regions, resulting in
specialization, decentralization, and polarization of economic and social spaces (Salet and
Thornley 2007). Nevertheless, spatial development in Europe in still much more regulated
than in the United States. Also, recent studies have shown that although traditional
planning tools such as land use allocation and goal-oriented approaches have been
criticized as irrelevant, and a rhetoric of strategic and communicative planning prevails, in
practice tools have not greatly changed.
Orrskog and Bradley (2006), for example, contain that planning practice in Sweden
still strongly embraces "a modernistic and instrumental approach, where indicators,
techniques, instruments and numeric 'evidence' are desired materials" (130). Market
orientation, increased multiculturalism in Swedish society, and the focus on the
environment have altered practice in that planners are granted significant autonomy in
shaping urban development in cooperation with private entities. But at the same time, a
significant share of planning practitioners assume that they can still pursue the "public
interest" in the way of the post-war Swedish model, which assumed a more or less
homogenous public; yet the authors this homogeneity is no longer true (ibid).
Furthermore, the authors argue that the embracement of the notion of sustainable
development is broken down into technical indicators rather than meaningful concepts of
social justice, public interest and environmental protection. For Orrskog and Bradley, the
focus on the welfare state needs to be retained but supplemented with a more proactive
role of the planner towards social and environmental justice.
Schmidt (2009), reviewing the effects of institutional, social, and economic
developments on land use instruments in Germany, concludes that "the overall
institutional framework, which revolves around legal and procedural concerns such as the
plan approval process or the granting of building permission, has generally remained
unaffected" (ibid: 1907). Although amendments to the Federal Building Law have allowed
for more flexibility and collaboration with the private sector, these have only somewhat
tended to facilitate development, with generally negative consequences for public
participation (ibid). Schmidt sees disadvantages of this lagging adaptation to shifting
realities: for example, the emphasis on procedural concerns takes time away from
substantial considerations and the heavily supply-driven 'process of growth and
development is increasingly irrelevant to shrinking or stabilized regions. At the same time,
the enduring structure of the German planning framework embodies positive shared
values about "the role of state and the equitable distribution of opportunities and access"
(ibid: 1919).
Overall, both Sweden and Germany are countries with strong welfare and equity
frameworks that have not been severely disrupted, although they may be lagging behind
in responding to societal and economic changes. Contrary to other European countries
such as Britain and France, the reforms of the 1980s toward greater market liberalization
have not eroded municipal activities (Wollmann 2004). This is largely due to the fact that
local governments traditionally held the most important role for planning and policy-
making. According to Wollmann (2004):
Sweden's and Germany's traditional type of democratically accountable, multi-
functional and territorially viable local governments does relatively well in achieving
policy-coordination, democratic participation and political accountability (639).
To Wollmann's observation, I would add that it also seems to do well in pursuing
environmental sustainability in the built environment. The "green agenda" and the
"planning agenda" seem to be connected by their common goal to promote healthy
environments for the larger population in the long term. This is not to say that challenges
for traditional local government do not exist; in a sense, the environmental component of
sustainable development may be the easiest to pursue, since it also functions as a
marketing tool in a world increasingly obsessed with "green". It may be that the impetus
for sustainable development has strengthened the elements of public policy that are
related with physical space, albeit substituting some of the social orientation of
government. The role of the increased competitiveness among cities and regions on
sustainable urban planning does not appear to harm the quest towards environmental
sustainability in the built environment for the time being. Both Stockholm and Freiburg
have used the new neighborhood developments to market themselves as progressive and
at the forefront of environmental innovation. The fact that the neighborhoods are so
marketable increases the possibility that they become influential examples that may affect
the patterns of urban development in other places, whether undertaken by the public or
private sector. However, the neighborhoods are prone to criticism on other levels, perhaps
the most important one being that their very popularity has made land prices rise and
therefore excluded them from certain groups of incomes. The population of these districts
ends up being quite homogenous; this appears in concert with a planning approach that
is based on the assumption of consensus on public goals. The type of population
attracted to these communities - middle-class, educated, ecologically-minded families -
can easily be assumed to have similar value priorities. Had it not been for this
homogeneity, it is not certain that one could guarantee the success of environmental
goals.
Values and planning processes
This discussion brings us to the question of values, that Owens (1994) has identified as
one of the potential problems in pursuing environmental goals in spatial planning. If we
consider environmental sustainability as a type of "public good", which may not be in
tune with all individual interests, implications for planning start emerging. The goals of
sustainability may not necessarily be consistent with the prevailing lifestyles,
consumption habits and perception of environmental conditions among the local
stakeholders, and this in turn would mean that bottom-up strategies may not be
applicable (Nmss 2001).
Indeed, the three case studies demonstrate that a decentralized rational approach to
goal-formulation and implementation, that combined public authority and local
knowledge, was instrumental in achieving positive sustainability-related outcomes in
urban development. This finding may not be popular among the proponents of
"collaborative planning", who believe that the increased complexity of urban environment
calls for an opening of the process to various stakeholders (Healey 1997). Proponents of
this approach also claim that dialogue can transform conflicts of interest into "win-win"
situations and mutual understanding (ibid). But the long-term nature of the
environmental goals and the need for an integrated approach make the possibility of
reaching consensus among different stakeholders, who have different short-term
priorities, highly unlikely. As Petter Nmss (2001) phrases it:
It is not all certain - not even probable - that an ecologically defensible and globally
solidary land use or resource consumption will emerge spontaneously from the
grassroots among the population in countries belonging to the world's most
privileged nations (514).
Research has shown that stakeholders who have more access to resources, usually
development interests, rather than environmental activists and citizen groups, will end up
dominating the process. The so-called "growth machine", coalitions of business interest
and local officials who favor short-term economic growth - may push environmental and
social agendas aside (Logan and Molotch 1987). This finding is confirmed by other
empirical research on environmental policy (see, for example, Layzer 2008) that has
showed that collaborative planning is likely to water down the environmental outcomes.
At the same time, because legal planning structures tend to be inflexible and thus
not conducive to innovation, alliance-building and a certain degree of flexibility built in
the implementation process appear to be important (Nmss 2001). This is especially
demonstrated in the case of Vauban where the presence of Forum Vauban helped develop
scenarios in an interdisciplinary group that contributed to increased understanding of
traits and priorities of development. The Vauban story also suggests that policy conflicts
and power struggles do exist; the Forum members often felt they had to "fight" for
convincing about the validity of their suggestions. However, these conflicts can be
resolved with functional mechanisms of mediation that makes appeal to common goals.
It should also be noted that the three neighborhoods are among the first fruits of
the upsurge in urban planning that was manifested in the vision for sustainable urbanism
in the early and mid-nineties. The discourse on urban sustainability has since matured,
while the processes of decentralization and regional competitiveness have intensified.
Therefore, it is possible to observe the results that these first experiments in ecologically
oriented development have had in the urban planning practice both in their localities and
in broader contexts. In Stockholm, in the development of the new extensions of the city
like Norra Djurgirdsstaden, the lessons of Hammarby Sjostad were used to apply more
ambitious standards in buildings and waste management systems. Yet in Stockholm this
may have been possible also because the number of actors involved in urban
development is relatively small. As the interviewees pointed out, the approximately fifty
developers involved in Hammarby Sj6stad are basically the main actors in the
development arena in Stockholm. They have close relationships with city officials and
knew that they would be chosen for future development if they concurred with the city's
objectives. Furthermore, as the same actors worked closely over a long period of time,
they were able to collectively understand the challenges and possibilities and use the
knowledge to improve upon future outcomes, consistent with the collaborative planning
rationale (Healey 1997).
Transferability in the US context
If Stockholm's and Freiburg's approaches to planning for sustainable urban development
are admirable, then it remains to see whether the lessons drawn from their stories can be
transferred to a different context, specifically that of the United States. An optimistic
approach would suggest that transferability is indeed possible. Beatley (2000) is his
description of European good practices notes that "the relationship between European
and American sustainability policy is one of co-evolution". European cities are relevant
because they have much in common with American cities from a historical, cultural, and
economic point of view, they have similar social and demographic trends (urban de-
concentration, growing automobile usage, emphasis on deregulation and markets-
oriented solutions), and both continents have large numbers of medium-sized cities that
often promote the most successful and innovative sustainable urbanism strategies (ibid).
Beatley gives several examples of powerful planning ideas that have been established in
the US from Western Europe, such as car-sharing, subscription farming (known in the US
as CSA, community supported agriculture), Enterprise Zones from UK, cohousing from
Denmark, traffic-calming techniques from the Netherlands.
Furthermore, much of the success of the case studies germinated in local rather than
national favorable conditions, that we can assume either available or evolving elsewhere.
This particularly concerns the existence of a creative and innovative milieu that is crucial
for the emergence of professional and entrepreneurial networks to capitalize on the
potential for ecological innovation. This milieu can be indentified in Freiburg and
Stockholm. Its ingredients, according to Landry (2008), are: creativity in all dimensions
related to urban change, innovation, openness to new ideas, high quality of life, and
perceived threats or crises. Several American cities can also be said to possess such
features, and it is in those cities that we can expect to see progressive approaches to
urban sustainability.
However, there are also many differences between the two contexts, because of the
different legal statuses, histories of housing development and urban settlements, and the
role of the market, local government and community actors. First, North American societies
are far more diverse and pluralist than European ones, and although this is changing (on
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the European side), certainly value differences in the US are more manifest and make it
more difficult to reach consensus. Also, according to Steiner (2010), in Europe land is
recognized as a scarce resource, and quality for the environment is the prime planning
concern. During the last century planning officials have been granted increasing power
over land use through the governing process. Also, most land is publicly owned, which
further extends public control and in cases where the city initiates development, land
ownership provides a favorable position in negotiations with the public sector. In Sweden,
for example, in the post-war period the central government encouraged municipal land
banking and extended expropriation laws to help municipalities have reserves for
housing (Newman and Thornley 1996)?0 In the United States, on the other hand, the right
to property is established as a fundamental right in the American constitution along with
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness". Thomas Jefferson, strongly influenced by the
views of John Locke, established the role of government as the preservation of private
property (Steiner 2010). Naturally, the role of local governments in regulating land use is
more limited in the United States than in Western Europe.
The US laws do give the States and their political subdivisions powers of zoning. In
theory, local governments can craft comprehensive land-use plans, encourage infill
development, identify and protect habitat, and promote other environmentally proactive
policies; but in practice few localities engage in formal planning or have growth
management policies (Layzer 2008). Also, conventional zoning codes were established at a
time when segregation of uses was desirable, and thus in most jurisdictions in the US they
hinder density and mixed uses and render traditional town planning techniques illegal
(Emerson 2007). Even if planners recognize the pitfalls of regulation, it may be difficult to
change it because of cumbersome requirements for public participation and super-
majorities and the possibility that a court decision will cost them time and money. Of
course, this relates to the frequently uneven distribution of power among those who
guide development and the pressure on local officials to promote economic growth, as
mentioned earlier. Higher levels of government do support municipalities financially, but
30 The city of Stockholm owns approximately 13,000 hectares, or 70% of the land within its municipal boundary,
and another 22,500 ha outside the boundary.
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there is no centralized distributive mechanism. Thus local governments in the US generally
rely for the most part on their own tax base for revenue, with consequences for their
short-term priorities (Schmidt and Buehler 2007). Finally, in countries like Germany and
Sweden the planning framework is very structured to assign responsibilities to different
levels of government and allow interaction and consensus building, whereas in the US
there is considerable variation among states and local governments. Although states are
responsible for land use decisions, the regional level of government is very weak (ibid).
A speculative framework for lesson transfer
But rather than surrendering to the categorical argument that "what works in Scandinavia
will never work in America", I believe that it is certainly possible to achieve
environmentally sustainable and highly desirable urban development in the United
States, although it may not contain the exact same characteristic nor come from the same
procedures. The transferability of the lessons seems to be contingent upon the possibility
for local governments to overcome the lack of certain preconditions and build
frameworks that allow them to exercise control over new development, as well as upon
the conception of creatively adjusted solutions in favorable contexts.
Although the conflict between the desirability of economic growth and the idea of
limits inherent in the sustainability concept may stall the implementation of sustainable
urban development practices to a certain extent, on the other hand as the environmental
focus becomes stronger globally, the private sector will inevitably devise innovative
solutions that may reconcile economic and environmental goals. Besides, public
authorities are more prone than the private sector to adhere to past practices that are
thought to fulfill public priorities in a predictable way. Empirical research in the United
States has actually shown that design innovation is better achieved in private
communities such as CICs (common interest communities) that can circumvent lengthy
approval processes (Ben-Joseph 2004). A big private developer can actually function quite
similarly to a powerful local government in terms of controlling large-scale aspects of the
development simultaneously. Therefore one way in which we could imagine new
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environmentally sustainable developments emerge in the United States would be
through the initiative of the private sector,
Another possible scenario for the United States is that sustainable urban
development will take place in cities that own a lot of land and where market demand for
this land is minimal. These are for example cities in the Rust Belt such as Detroit, Buffalo,
etc. where economic and demographic shrinkage has left them with large tracts of empty
land. Most current scenarios suggested for these cities go in the directions of "greening"
and promoting the recreation of natural habitats and urban agriculture. These scenarios
are interesting, but one could imagine that along with the process of "naturalizing" large
areas, other areas could be densified and function as model new developments and
experiments for sustainable urbanism. Objections to this scenario could of course rise on
the grounds of fiscal constraints and lack of functional local governance. However,
millions of dollars do flow in these cities in often fruitless attempts to revitalize them and
fragmented new publicly-led development. With increased coordination among the
departments of the local authorities I believe it is perfectly viable to suggest directing
some of this funding into a limited number of innovative projects.
Scenarios of city-led development could also be imagined in cities that have some
lesser amount of public land but that can tap to the abundance of creative knowledge, for
example through local universities, such as Boston. Research projects and studios
undertaken in universities could be a great material for municipalities to re-imagine their
approach to urban design and development. The building of technical capacity could
hardly be viewed as a problem in a country with many important research centers. This
research, as well as funding from private foundations, should be geared towards
implementation rather than ideas about sustainable urbanism.
At a minimum, municipalities should commit more resources to overseeing private
development and coordinating among the various agencies. Although it is inevitable that
political priorities and the need for economic growth will influence planning priorities,
some initiative could be promoted in planning administrations that goes beyond
mediation over land uses. As a beginning, municipalities can set the example by
implementing sustainability features in the public domains that they control. Local and
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national legislation, particularly regarding buildings, needs to be updated to reflect the
need for energy efficiency and a more rational use of resources.
Coordination among different levels and sectors of governance is crucial to bring
about sustainable urbanism practices. Recent efforts to strengthen regional planning
levels may prove important to curb sprawl and promote more multi-modality. The US, like
Germany and Sweden, also has a history of strong local government, but it is constrained
by an institutional setting that does not favor cooperation and consensus-building with
higher levels of government (Schmidt and Buehler 2007). In order for US municipalities to
be able to promote innovative approaches to land use and transit, more regional support
will be needed.
Also, the US have a long tradition of public-private partnerships and incentive
mechanisms, that can be used to encourage private decisions, for example to locate
development around transit stations, as is already happening with strategies such as
transit-oriented development (TOD), or to employ renewable energy production facilities.
Finally, cities should partner with non-profits that have a high degree of contact with local
communities and can tap on local knowledge to implement environmentally sustainable
outcomes.
Future directions
Obviously, the aforementioned ideas for the transferability of the lessons of sustainable
urbanism are no more than a speculation. There is an extensive literature about policy
transfer that is beyond the scope of this thesis and should be the basis of future attempts
to evaluate the potential for realization of sustainable urbanism practices in contexts
outside Northern and Western Europe.
Furthermore, it still remains to see whether the models embraced in Hammarby
Sjostad, Quartier Vauban and Rieselfeld will prove successful in the long-term, not only
environmentally but economically and socially. In my opinion, more systematic empirical
research is needed to determine successful relations between processes and sustainable
outcomes, and the substantive content of sustainable spatial planning.
Yet it seems to me that the call for environmentally responsible development is also
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a call for urban planning practitioners to rethink their role. Environmental resilience is not
just one more idea to experiment with, but an urgency and a necessity in a growing (and
growingly complex) world. In this sense, it can perhaps be expected from urban planning
to assume a role comparable to its high status in the beginning of the century, when the
ideal cities of Howard, Wright and Le Corbusier spurred hope that planning can find the
solution to the good city form. According to Fishman (1977), these ideals
have not been pushed aside by more up-to-date solutions. They have been
superseded by the belief that no such 'solution' exists... There is now a widespread
reaction against the idea of large-scale planning. Its most profound source, I believe,
is the loss of confidence in the reality of a common good or purpose which can
become the basis of city life. (1977, p.267)
Since the time that Fishman wrote this words, the emergence of the sustainable
development impetus has provided just such a common good.
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appendices
Appendix 1: Energy use by sector in the US and EU of 27
Shares in 2006Million tonnes of oil
equivalent
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Figure 45 Final energy use by sector in the EU-27, 1990-2006. Source: http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-
maps/figures
Figure 46. Share of Energy consumed by major sectors of the economy in the USA, 2008. Source: U.S. Energy
Information Administration, Ann ual Energy Review 2008.
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Appendix 2: Hammarby Sjostad Project Phases
Master plan and local plans: Jan Inghe-Hagstr6m, Susanne Bsckstr6m, Stellan Fryxell and
Malin Olsson, Stockholm Town Building Office
(Source of information and detailed plans: Stockhoms Stad)
phase facilities [dates I layout
0. Norra
Hammarbyhamne
n
1. Sickla Udde
2. Sickla Kaj
1250
apartments,
school, offices
and senior
housing
1200
apartments
1000
apartments,
senior
housing
facility, library
Constructio
n 1993-
2006
Constructio
n 1997-
2003
Planning
1997-2001
Constructio
n to
2006
130
3. Sickla Kanal
4. Kolnan
250
apartments
650
residential
u n its,
student
housing,
school
planning
1997-2001
constructio
n to 2006
Con stru ctio
n to 2010
/
'K4'
/
5. Sjostadsporten 300 Constructio
apartments, n to 2010
30 000 sqm 
-
office and a
hotel with
200 rooms
IZ~A
1'p
F
V
6. Hammarby
Gird
7. Luma
8. Sickla Park i
8a. Forsen
1000
apartments,
new offices
and
businesses
transformatio
n of the
factory into
business
facilities,
park, car park
110
residential
units, 135
student
housing
units
I
132
Constructio
n 2005-now
first
occupancy
2007
completed
Con stru ctio
n to 2006
8b.Vigskvalpet 110 completed
residential
units, sports
hall
9. Lugnet 650 planning
apartments, 2004-now
cultural
facility, con.struio
lakeside park n 2005-
2010
first
occupancy
2007
10. Godsfinkan
11. Proppen 500
apartments,
preschool
12. 1,000 planning
Henriksdalshamn apartments: 2005-2008
en constructio
n 2007-
2011/2012
first
occupancy
2009
13. North east 1,400 within the
Hammarby apartments next 7-8
Sjostad project years
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Appendix 3: Environmental Program for Hammarby Sjdstad (1997)
Operational guiding objectives (Source: Stockholms Stad)
Energy
Target 2005 1
- total energy consumption <60kWh/m 2
- electricity consumption <20kWh/m 2
- use 80% of recoverable energy content of waste and
wastewater
- electricity supplied by biofuels, solar or hydro power
- 100% of energy for heating from waste energy or renewable
energy
- net C02 emissions from heating < 1 Og/MJ
-prevention of climate or ozone-depleting substances in new
heaters or refrigerators
Target 2015
- total energy
consumption <50kWh/m 2
- electricity consumption
<15kWh/m 2
- possible use of district
heating with CHP
generation based on
biofuels
Transport -20% reduction in total passenger and freight VMT by motorized -40% red u ction in total
transport passenger and freight
VMT by motorized
- 80% of work trips made by public transport, walking or cycling transport
- 15% of all motor transport fuelled by renewable energy - 90% of work trips made(electricity or bio-based) by public transport,
walking or cycling
- 25% of all motor
transport fuelled by
renewable energy
(electricity or bio-based)
Material flows - 20% reduction in total amount of materials and waste - 40% reduction in total
- 60% reduction by weight in materials to landfill ast
- 50% reduction in hazardous and environmentally harmful -90% reduction by
materials weight in materials to
-sorting in at least 4 fractions: organic matter, textiles, landfill
environmentally harmful waste, MFA - 75% reduction in
- 60% of nitrogen and phosphorus returned to agriculture hazardous and
- 60% reduction in transport of waste and recycled materials with materials
heavy vehicles (compared to downtown Stockholm)r
-95% of nitrogen and
phosphorus returned to
a gricultu re
Water-and -50% reduction in water consumption -60% reduction in water
Sewage -95% of phosphorus in gray waterand sewage returned to consu mption
agriculture
- carry out Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) to determine the
suitability of nitrogen for return to agriculture
- 50% reduction of heavy metals and environmentally harmful
substances
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- connect drainage to the stormwater network
- completely seal sewers
- dispose all stormwater locally
-nitrogen <6mg/l and phosphorus <0.15mg/I in treated
wastewater
Building -no materials containing substances in Chemical Agency Lists 13 - no materials containing
Materials and 40 substances in Chemical
- 70% reduction in materials containing substances in Chemical Agency NOTE list
Agency NOTE list - 90% reduction in use of
- 50% reduction in use of new gravel and sand newgraveland sand
-50% reduction in use of
-50% reduction in use of new metal nweanew metalI
-use recycle materials as much as technically and economically
possible
Land use - reuse 100% of natural soil within and adjacenttothe area
Soil - clean contaminate land to a level that it does not present any
decontaminatio risk to health or the environment before anything is built
n
Lake restoration - purify all lake water - carry out measures for
rehabilitation if indicated
- treat stormwater appropriately to reduce the load by risk assessment
-prevent discharges of waste water
Noise -noise level in dwellings <40dB
-noise level in natural and recreational areas <40d B
Appendix4: Update on the Environmental Program for Hammarby Sjostad (2005)
Guiding objectives for 2010 (Source: Stockholms Stad)
Guiding objectives 2010
Energy
The objectives refer to the amount of purchased energy for the property
heating and operation per year. Household electricity is not included.
l a. District heating connection with the air system: 100 in cluding 20 electricity kWh/m2 GOOD
1b. District heating connection with heat recovery systems: 80 including 25 electricity kWh/m2 GOOD
1 c. The whole flow of heat is based on energy waste or renewable energy sources
1 d Good Environmental Choice must be marked or equivalent.
Comment: For CO2, from production of heating, building electricity and hot water the
target is up to 14 kg C02 /m2 /year.
Transport
2a. 80% of the residents and business trips in 2010 to be made by public transport, walking or cycling.
2b. At least 15% of households will be connected by 2010 to car pool.
2c. At least 5% of the area's jobs will be in 2010 con nected to the car pools.
2d. 100% of the heavy shipments are by vehicles meet the applicable requirements of the environmental zone.
Material flows, waste
3a. 99 weig ht-% of municipal waste that can be energy- extracted is extracted by the year 2010, however, with
priority for reuse or recycling
3b. The amount of household waste generated to reduced at least 15% by weight of the years 2005 to 2010
3c. The amount of deposit bulky waste from households is reduced by 10% by weightfrom 2005 to 2010.
3e. The residents will be offered opportunities to provide following types of waste sorted at source:
! Producer Materials - Property of
! Sorted food waste and 'bin liner' - in
property
Bulky waste - within the property
H azardous waste - n ear field
3f. 80% by weig ht of food waste by 2010 will be su bmitted to biological treatment, where nutrients are
captured in crop and also the energy content is realized.
3g. Shipments of waste an d recycled materials with heavy vehicles in the area should not exceed 60% (vehicle-
km) compared with conventional waste disposal.
3h. Up to 10% by weight of total waste in production may be the waste going to landfill.
Water and sewage
4a. Water consumption will be reduced to 100 liters per person per day.
4b. 95% phosphorus in wastewater can be returned to agriculture.
4c. Life cycle assessment should be conducted to determine the suitability of the energy and emission point of
view of the return of nitrogen to agriculture and to use the chemical energy of wastewater.
4d. Heavy metals and other environmentally harmful substances should be 50% Lower in the wastewaterfrom
the field than in sewage from Stockholm in general.
4e. Drainage water should be connected to storm water network and notto the waste water network
4f. Storm water should preferably be dealt with locally.
4g. The nitrogen content in the treated wastewater shall not exceed 6 mg / I and phosphorus content not 0.15
mg / I
4h. Stormwater from streets with traffic load of 8000 vehicles per day will be purified.
Comment: 2005 150 1 / person
Building Materials
5a. Procedures for the best selection from the resource, environ mental and health protection. Comment must
be established before starting the design.
5b. Pressure-treated wood may not be used.
5c. Copper may not be used as guidance material in the horizontal and vertical direction strains in tap water in-
or outdoors. Not wet rooms and connections within apartment.
5d. Galvanised materials in the outdoor environment to be coated.
5e. The use of nyutvunnen gravel and sand is minimized.
5f. Recycling materials should be used where there are environmental and reasoned view of health provided it
is technically and economically feasible.
Land use / Location
6a. Open space standard: Each apartment (100m2 eq BTA) will have at least 15 m2 and a total girdsyta 25-30
m2 farm parkyta and within 300 m distance.
6b. At least 15% of gardsyta will be sunlit at least 4-5 hours at the Spring and Autumn Equinox.
6c. Exploitation of undeveloped green space will be offset by habitats that are beneficial tothe biod iversity of
the neighborhood.
6d. Particular useful nature shall be excluded from exploitation.
Soil contamination and pollution
7a. Contaminated land is cleaned to a level where it is not a risk to health and environment before they
developed.
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Appendix 5: Masterplan for Quartier Vauban
Development Plan Amendment No. 6-130e, 22.1 2.2007 (Source: Stad Freiburg Im Breisgau)
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